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STATEMENT OF RELATED CASES

Pursuant to Fed. Cir. R. 47.5, the Navajo Nation states that no prior appeal has

been taken in this or any other appellate court from the same civil action or

proceeding in the lower court.

The following cases, although not directly arising from the same civil action

or proceeding, are directly related to the case at bar. The Navajo Nation believes that

these cases are dispositive (the law of the case) to the narrow issue before the Court

regarding whether the Congressional Act of 1934 created a compensable property

interest in the Navajo Nation. These cases are as follows:

Sekaquaptewa v. MacDonald, 448 F.Supp. 1183 (D. Ariz. 1978), aff'd in

part, rev'd in part, and remanded, 619 F.2d 801 (9th Cir. 1980), cert. denied 449

U.S. 1010 (1980). The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals opinion has two case

numbers 78-3504 and 78-3505. The opinion was written by Judge Skopil, and the

three judge panel was comprised of Judge Skopil, Judge Anderson, and the

Honorable Dudley B. Bonsai, Senior United States District Judge for the Southern

District of New York sitting by designation.

Masayesva v. Zah, 793 F.Supp. 1495 (D. Ariz. 1992) and 816 F.Supp

1387 (D. Ariz. 1992) aff'd in part, rev 'd in part, and remanded 65 F.3d 1445

(9 th Cir. 1995), cert. deniedSecakuku v. Hale, 517 U.S. 1168 (1996).

This series of cases was finally settled resulting in an order and final

vii



judgment entered in Honyoama v. Shirley, No. Civ. 74-84-PHX-EHC (D. Ariz.

December 4, 2006).

The Navajo Nation is not aware of any other case pending in this or any

other court that will directly affect or be affected by this Court's decision in the

pending appeal.

°.°
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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT

The Court of Federal Claims had jurisdiction under the Tucker Act, 28

U.S.C. § 1491 and the Indian Tucker Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1505. The Court of Appeals

for the Federal Circuit has jurisdiction over the Navajo Nation's appeal of the

Court of Federal Claims' dismissal of the complaint for money damages against

the United States, under 28 U.S.C. 1295(a)(3).

The Court of Federal Claims granted the United States' motion to dismiss

and directed entry of judgment on July 13, 2009. The Navajo Nation filed a timely

appeal on September 8, 2009. This appeal is from a final judgment that disposed of

all of the Navajo Nation's claims.
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STATEMENT OF ISSUE

Did the Court below err when it determined that the Congressional Act of

1934 (Act of June 14, 1934, ch. 521, 48 Stat. 960) (reproduced in Addendum 4),

which established the boundaries of the Navajo Reservation subject only to those

pockets of Hopi use and occupation therein, did not create a property interest in the

Navajo Nation that is subject to the constitutional protection of the Fifth

Amendment?
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STATEMENT OF TIlE CASE

This is an action brought by the Navajo Nation against the United States for

breach of trust and for a constitutional taking of its property rights within the

western portion of the Navajo Reservation - an area consisting of about 1,500,000

acres of land (known as the Bennett Freeze Area). The Bennett Freeze Area abuts

to the west land in which the Navajo and Hopi have also disputed, the 1882

Executive Order Area) See maps reproduced in Appendix (A-62, 63). 2

The Navajo Nation's property rights in the Bennett Freeze Area were

established by Congress in 1934: Act of June 14, 1934, ch. 521, 48 Stat. 960 (the

1934 Act). 3 Section 1 of the 1934 Act provides:

TO define the exterior boundaries of the Navajo Indian
Reservation in Arizona ... the exterior boundaries of the

Navajo Indian Reservation, in Arizona, be, and they are

hereby, identified as follows: [legal description of land

omitted]. All vacant unreserved, and appropriated public

lands, including all temporary withdrawals of public

lands in Arizona heretofore made for Indian purposes by
Executive order or otherwise within the boundaries

defined by this Act, are hereby permanently withdrawn

from all forms of entry or disposal for the benefit of the

The 1882 Executive Order Area is not involved in this case, but will be discussed

in the context of the different rights that were created by it as compared to the

congressional act of 1934.

z Appendix is referenced as "(A )"

3 Throughout this brief the land and property rights set aside for the Navajo Nation

by the 1934 Act will be referred to as the "1934 Navajo Reservation".



Navajo 4and such other Indians as may already be located
thereon; however, nothing herein contained shall affect
the existing status of the Moqui (Hopi) Indian
Reservation created by Executive Order of December 16,
1882.

In 1974, Congress authorized the Hopi and Navajo to sue each other "for the

purpose of determining the rights and interest of the tribes" to the lands covered by

the 1934 Act and "quieting title thereto in the tribes." 25 U.S.C. § 640d-7(a)(the

"1974 Settlement Act") (reproduced in Addendum 5). Pursuant to the 1974

Settlement Act, the Hopi Tribe sued the Navajo Nation in federal district court.

This underlying district court litigation involved the determination of what pockets

of land the Hopis had historically occupied and used as of 1934 and, which would

therefore be excluded from the 1934 Navajo Reservation.

The pockets of Hopi use and occupation in 1934 were centered in the area

where approximately 400 Hopis lived in the Village of Moenkopi. Masayesva v.

Zah, 793 F.Supp at 1502. Although the precise boundaries of the Hopi occupation

and use in 1934 were not determined by the 1934 Act, the United States had

commissioned three studies that the area occupied by the Hopis was between

roughly 35,000 and 246,000 acres and was centered in the environs of the Village

ofMoenkopi. Navajo Nation's Proposed Findings of Uncontroverted Fact p. 1 ¶1

(hereafter "NFOF"). See letter at (A-49-52). Confirming the limited historical

4 A copy of the 1934 Act is set forth in Addendum 4.
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land use by the Hopis within the 1934 Navajo Reservation, the district court set

aside 60,518 acres for the Hopi (including 22,675 acresof Hopi exclusive use area

and 37,843 acres that had been jointly occupied by both Navajo and Hopi), all of

which was located in the area around the Village ofMoenkopi. Masayesva v. Zah,

816 F.Supp. at 1398, 1423. See map (A-62).

During the course of the quiet title litigation, Congress amended the 1974

Settlement Act in 1980 and 1988. These amendments imposed a requirement that

both tribes consent to any "new construction or improvements" within the Bennett

Freeze Area. 25 U.S.C. § 640d-9(f) (reproduced in Addendum 6).

In 1982, the Hopis, pursuant to their newly created power that allowed them

to veto any Navajo development on the entire portion of the Bennett Freeze Area,

promulgated a complete development moratorium on any development on Navajo

land. NFOF p.8 ¶ 32; pp. 10-I 1, ¶¶ 38-42. The United States did not intervene,

but allowed the Hopi to effectively stop all development within the Bennett Freeze

Area. NFOF pp. 12-13 ¶¶ 43-48. This development freeze began in 1982 and did

not end until 2006, when the litigation between the Navajo and Hopi was finally

concluded.

The Navajo Nation filed this action against the United States in 1988,

although for most of the intervening years, it had been stayed until the quiet title

district court litigation between the Navajo Nation and the Hopi Tribe was
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resolved. The stay was necessary because the precise geographical extent of the

taking and the duration of the temporary taking could not be determined until the

underlying litigation between the Hopi Tribe and Navajo Nation concluded.

The Navajo Nation's takings claim is that the United States temporarily took

its land by imposing a development moratorium (including acquiescing in the Hopi

moratorium) on the 1,500,000 acres of land within the 1934 Navajo Reservation

from 1982 through the end of the litigation in 2006. The development moratorium

was not restricted to the relatively small area of Hopi use and occupation, and

constituted a taking of its property rights because the moratorium lasted far too

long (over twenty years), included far too much land - 1.5 million acres, most all

of which was solely used and occupied by Navajo - and was not fairly related to

accomplish its purpose which was to preserve the evidence of the Hopi occupancy

and use as of 1934 in order to assist the district court at trial in being able to draw a

boundary around the Hopi enclave.

The Court of Federal Claims did not reach the substantive issues regarding

whether the moratorium was a taking of the Navajo Nation's property rights.

Instead, the Court found that the 1934 Act did not create a compensable property

interest that was protected by the Fifth Amendment. The lower court, therefore,

granted the United States' motion to dismiss and directed the entry of judgment in

favor of the United States on July 13, 2009. The Navajo Nation filed a timely
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notice of appeal on September 9, 2009.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

1. In 1934, Congress enacted the 1934 Act, which defined the

boundaries of the Navajo Indian Reservation in Arizona. The 1934 Act is

reproduced in Addendum 4.

2. Prior to Congress' passing the 1934 Act, the United States

commissioned three studies to determine the extent of the Hopi use and

occupancy within the 1934 Navajo Reservation. These studies found that the Hopi

use and occupancy was limited to an area in and around the Village of

Moenkopi, where a small group of Hopis lived. Special Commissioner

Hagerman's report recommended that an area of 35,200 acres be set aside for the

Hopis; Superintendent Walker's report recommended an area of between 36,000 to

246,500 acres; and, Hutton's report recommended that the area used by the Hopi in

Moenkopi should be about 110,000 acres. NFOF p.1 ¶ 1 (A-49-52).

3. In 1937, the United States commissioned three additional studies.

These studies confirmed the early reports that the Hopi Tribe's use and

occupancy of the 1934 Navajo Reservation was limited to the Moencopi area:

(i) Page's report recommended an area of 72,900 acres be set aside for the Hopi;

(ii) O'Neal-Hohnani's report recommended an area of 118,200 acres; and (iii)

Miller's report recommended an area of 200,000 acres. NFOF p.2 ¶ 3; (A-49-
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52).

4. In 1969, the Bureau of Indian Affairs ("BIA") Area Director

Graham Holmes recommended to Commissioner Bennett that the Hopis be

assigned approximately 54,809 acres in the Moenkopi area. NFOF p.4 ¶ 13

(A-53-61).

5. Commissioner Bennett modified and enlarged the Hopi area of

occupancy to 105,000 acres. Commissioner Bennett relied primarily on a field

survey by Gordon B. Brown of the Division of Economics of the Soil Conservation

Services for a land management unit in the Moencopi area. The Page report

included where the Hopis lived, their stock ownership, agricultural plots, and

outlined the area used by Hopi stockmen for grazing sheep, cattle, and horses. The

Page report also recognized that Navajo lived in and operated stock within the

designated area. NFOF p.4 ¶ 14 (A-53-61).

6. In 1974, Congress passed 25 U.S.C. §§ 640d (1974) (the 1974

Settlement Act). The 1974 Settlement Act authorized the two tribes to bring a

quiet title action against the other for the purpose of determining their respective

rights in the 1934 Navajo Reservation. 25 U.S.C. § 640d-7(a). Lands in which

the Navajo Nation had exclusive interest would continue to be a part of the

Navajo Reservation, while any lands in which the Hopi Tribe was determined to

have an exclusive interest were thereafter to become part of the Hopi

-8-



Reservation. 25 U.S.C. § 640d-7(b). Pertinent sections of the 1974 Settlement

Act are reproduced in Addendum 5.

7. Pursuant to the 1974 Settlement Act, the Hopi Tribe brought a quiet

title action against the Navajo Nation to determine the Hopi Tribe's rights to the

1934 Navajo Reservation.

8. The district court limited the Hopi Tribe to the land it actually

"possessed, occupied or used" and held that the intent of Congress was to

"withdraw all reservation land for the Navajos except for pockets occupied by

Hopis." Sekaquaptewa v. MacDonald, 448 F. Supp. 1183, 1196 (D. Ariz. 1978),

aff'd in part, reversed in part, and remanded, 619 F.2d 801 (9th Cir. 1980), cert.

denied449 U.S. 1010 (1980).

9. In 1980, Congress amended the 1974 Settlement Act. ("1980

Amendment"). The 1980 Amendment provided:

Any development of lands in litigation pursuant to
section 8 of this Act and further defined as "that

portion of the Navajo Reservation lying west of the
Executive Order Reservation of 1882 and bounded on

the north and south by westerly extensions, to the
reservation line, of the northem and southern

boundaries of said Executive Order Reservation," shall

be carried out only upon the written consent of each

tribe except for the limited areas around the village

of Moenkopi and around Tuba City. Each such area

has been heretofore designated by the Secretary.

"Development" as used herein shall mean any new

construction or improvement to the property and

-9-



further includes public work projects, power and water
lines, public agency improvements, and associated
rights-of-way.

25 U.S.C. § 640d-9(f)(1)(emphasis supplied). The 1980 Amendment is

reproduced at Addendum 6.

10. In 1982, the Hopi Tribe implemented a moratorium on all Navajo

development proposals. NFOF p.8 1 32, pp.10-12 11 38-43.

11. The 1980 Amendment primarily affected the Navajo Nation as

virtually all Hopis were residing in Moenkopi, an area excluded from the

development restrictions. NFOF p.5 11 18-19; p.8 1 29.

12. The land area affected by the 1980 Amendment was approximately

1,500,000 acres, the Bennett Freeze Area. NFOF p.2 1 4; p.7 1 26; 25 U.S.C.

§ 640 d-9(f)(1).

13. The 1980 amendment prevented any development within the

Bennett Freeze area, including the vast majority of the acreage that was

exclusively Navajo, unless the Hopi gave written consent. 25 U.S.C.

§ 640 d-9(f)(1). And since the Hopi, in 1982, promulgated its far sweeping

decision not to allow any Navajo development anywhere within the Bennett

Freeze Area, including the vast area of exclusive Navajo use and occupancy, the

Navajo simply could no longer develop their land. NFOF p.8 1 32; p.10-12 11

38-43.

- 10-



14. After the Hopi's enacted the complete development moratorium

over the Bennett Freeze Area, the United States did not intercede, but allowed

the Hopi to stop Navajo development. NFOF p. 12 ¶¶ 43-47; p.13 ¶ 48.

15. In November 1988, Congress modified the terms of 25 U.S.C.

§ 640d-9 to create an exception for certain improvements, such as those for public

health and safety and to create a limited appellate mechanism whereby a

development proposal that had been declined might be appealed to the Secretary of

the Interior. 25 U.S.C. § 640d-9(f)(2)-(3) (reproduced at Addendum 6).

16. In 1992, the District Court determined that the Hopi Tribe's claims to

the 1934 Navajo Reservation were limited to approximately 60,518 acres of land.

Of the 60,518 acres awarded to the Hopi Tribe, 22,675 acres were lands

exclusively used by the Hopi Tribe (the Village of Moenkopi) and approximately

37,843 acres had been jointly used by Navajo and Hopi for farming and grazing

activities. Masayesva v. Zah, 816 F. Supp. at 1398, 1417-18, 1423.

17. On December 4, 2006, the District Court entered the settlement

agreement between the Navajo Nation and Hopi Tribe as an Order and Final

Judgment of the Court, and finally lifted the development freeze on over 1,439,482

acres of Navajo Indian Reservation land. Honyoama v. Shirley, No. 74-842-PHX-

EHC (D. Ariz. Dec. 4, 2006).

-11-



SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

The Navajo Nation believes that the issue regarding what property rights the

1934 Act created in the Navajo Nation were litigated and decided in the following

cases: Sekaquaptewa v. MacDonald, 448 F.Supp. 1183 (D. Ariz. 1978), aff'd in

part, rev'd in part, and remanded, 619 F.2d 801 (9th Cir. 1980), cert. denied, 449

U.S. 1010 (1980); and in Masayesva v. Zah, 793 F.Supp. 1495 and 816 F. Supp

1387 (D. Ariz. 1992), aff'd inpart, rev'd inpart, and remanded 65 F.3d 1445

(9th Cir. 1995), cert. denied, Secakuku v. Hale, 517 U.S. 1168 (1996). These cases

decided that the 1934 Act gave the Navajo Nation a compensable property interest

in the entire 1934 Navajo Reservation, except only the land are that was used and

occupied by the Hopi. These decisions established the law of the case.

Fundamentally, the Court of Federal Claims' decision, which failed to recognize

the Navajo Nation's compensable property rights, is inconsistent with these federal

courts' decisions.

Prior to the 1934 Act, neither tribe had a recognized (compensable) title to

areas withdrawn by executive order. Both tribes' property interests were limited to

a temporary tenancy at will, which could be terminated at any time without

compensation. Sekaquaptewa v. MacDonald, 619 F.2d at 804. The 1934 Act

specifically changed the Navajo property rights from a tenancy at will "to a

permanent compensable interest" and recognized and confirmed Indian title.

-12-



"To consolidate reservation ownership it was necessary to change the status of

reservation land title from a 'tenancy at will to a permanent compensable

interest.'" /d. at 805 (quoting the district court). Significantly, the Ninth Circuit

held that Congress intended the 1934 Act to "immediately vest rights in both

tribes." Id. at 806-807.

The Ninth Circuit also found that the 1934 Act did not leave open for later

judicial interpretation the nature of the property rights Congress had created.

We acknowledge the absence ofNavajo - Hopi boundary

as we must. We do not concede that question of

Navajo and Hopi property interests was left open. It

was a mistake to assume that the absence of a boundary

negates standards for determining title. The purposes,

history, language of the 1934 Act show an intent to

withdraw all reservation land for the Navajos except for

pockets occupied by Hopis.

Id. at 807 (emphasis supplied).

The 1934 Act thus vested compensable property rights in the Navajo Nation

to the entire land encompassed within the boundaries of the 1934 Navajo

Reservation, except for the small pocket of land of Hopi use.

The purpose of the 1974 Settlement Act was simply to provide a judicial

court mechanism, which would allow the Hopi and Navajo to sue each other to

quiet title and resolve the actual area of land that the Hopi occupied as of 1934.

The 1974 Settlement Act, however, did not amend or alter the compensable

property rights that were vested in the Navajo Nation as of 1934.

-13-



The 1980 and 1988 Amendments to the 1974 Settlement Act created a

statutory freeze on new construction or improvements imposed on the entire

1,500,000 acres of land (the "Bennett Freeze Area). 25 U.S.C. § 640d-9. The

statutory freeze acted as a gigantic evidence preservation act. Its purpose was to

preserve the evidence of Hopi occupation and use that existed as of 1934 so that a

court could more easily adjudicate the actual land area to be set aside for the Hopi.

It had nothing to do with creating permanent additional property rights for the Hopi

or reducing Navajo property rights. Those property interests were defined and

vested as of 1934.

Not surprisingly, the district court held that only a small area of land around

the Hopi Village of Moenkopi (60,518 acres) would be set aside exclusively to the

Hopi and excluded from the 1934 Navajo Reservation. Masayesva v. Zah, 816

F.Supp. at 1423. The entire rest of the Bennett Freeze Area, an area of 1,439,482

acres, belonged exclusively to the Navajo. The district court's decision was

similar both in location and size to the six studies performed by the Department of

Interior in the 1930's. NFOF p.1 ¶ 1 and p.2 ¶ 3. It was also similar to the

BIA's 1969 Hopi boundary proposals. NFOF p.4 ¶¶ 13 and 14. Thus, the

Navajo Nation has asserted that the United States took the residue of the area - the

non-Hopi area - of approximately 1,400,000 acres upon which the statutory freeze

and Hopi moratorium had been imposed from 1982 through 2006.
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STANDARD OF REVIEW

An order granting summary judgment is reviewed de novo "in all respects."

Cienega Gardens v. United States 331 F.3d 1319 (2003). The lower court's

decision to grant the government's motion to dismiss is a conclusion of law to

which this Court owes no deference. Barclay v. United States, 443 F.3d 1368

(Fed. Cir. 2006), cert. denied, 549 U.S. 1209 (2007).

ARGUMENT

I. THE NAVAJO NATION'S PROPERTY RIGHTS IN THE 1934

NAVAJO RESERVATION VESTED WHEN CONGRESS ENACTED THE

1934 ACT. FROM THAT DATE ON, THE NAVAJO NATION'S
PROPERTY RIGHTS COULD NOT BE TAKEN WITHOUT JUST

COMPENSATION PURSUANT TO THE FIFTH AMENDMENT.

A. The Court below erred when it failed to follow established

precedent that the 1934 Act granted the Navajo Nation a permanent

compensable property interest in the 1934 Navajo Reservation.

There are two important federal government actions, the Executive Order of

Chester A. Arthur (Dec. 16, 1882) which created the 1882 Executive Order Area

and the 1934 Congressional Act which created the 1934 Navajo Reservation, that

are the basis of most of the land use litigation between the Hopi Tribe and the

Navajo Nation. The 1882 Executive Order Area is comprised of approximately

1,800,000 acres of land. See maps reproduced in (A-62-63). Although not directly
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relevant to the case at bar 5, it is important due to its geographic adjacency to the

Bennett Freeze Area, and the vastly different rights that were created by the

executive order as compared to the property rights created by Congress in the 1934

Act.

The 1882 Executive Order, as an executive order, did no_.._ttcreate

compensable property rights in the Navajo, but did create a co-tenancy between the

two tribes. Healing v. Jones, 210 F.Supp 125 (D. Ariz. 1962), aft'd, 373 U.S. 758

(1963). Thus, even though vast areas of land within the 1882 Executive Order

Area were used exclusively by the Navajo, the Hopi had equal co-tenancy rights in

that land due to the Executive Order. Id. Further, the 1882 Executive Order was

primarily concerned with Hopi rights since the Hopi Tribe was predominantly

located within its boundaries. First, Second, and Third Mesas - all of the major

historic Hopi villages - are located within the 1882 Executive Order Area.

Masayesva v. Zah, 793 F.Supp at 1502; See map (A-62, 63). None of these areas,

however, were a part of the 1934 Navajo Reservation.

In contrast to the 1882 Executive Order, the 1934 Act was all about the

Navajo Reservation and Navajo Property Rights:

The 1934 Act is concerned primarily with Navajo affairs.

The boundaries described are of"the Navajo Indian

Reservation". The Act provides for the purchase of

5 The 1934 Act expressly excluded the 1882 Executive Order Area from its

purview.
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additional Navajo lands with Navajo funds. Navajos are
precluded from receiving royalties from water
developments on lands added to the Navajo reservation.
Further allotments to Navajos are restricted. The
Secretary is authorized to acquire private land for the
Navajos. The State of Arizona is authorized to exchange
school sections "within the boundary of the Navajo
Reservation... in favor of said Indians". Funds are
authorized to purchase the State's improvements on
school sections if the State assigns its interest in the
sections to the Navajos.

Sekaquaptewa v. MacDonald, 619 F.2d at 806.

The only specific mention of the Hopis in the 1934 Act is in the provision

excepting the 1882 Executive Order Areas from the Act's affects. The Ninth

Circuit found that the legislative intent of the 1934 Act was clear:

Nevertheless, legislative intent is clear enough to enable

us to identify Hopi interests by areas settled. Navajo

interests are identifiable as the residue. Congress

recognized Hopi concern over the 1882 reservation and

their villages, shrines, and grazing areas outside the 1882

reservation. The "such other Indians" provision was

explained to the Hopis as protecting their rights to areas

occupied outside the 1882 reservation. There is no

indication that anyone contemplated joint title to the
entire area involved here .... The Act was not intended

to disturb then-existing land tenure patterns. Hopi

villagers were told the Act would "protect the rights of

the Hopi Indians to the lands they occupy around here

and there is absolutely no chance of the Hopis' rights to

these lands being disturbed."... [T]he 1934 Act would

not disturb the Hopis' right to occupy the land they were

then occupying...

Sekaquaptewa v. MacDonald, 619 F.2d at 808 (emphasis supplied).
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The only Hopi outpost within the borders of 1934 Navajo Reservation was

the Village of Moenkopi, which consisted of approximately 400 Hopis. Masayesva

v. Zah, 793 F.Supp. at 1502. Prior to adoption of the 1934 Act, the Department of

the Interior had provided detailed reports to Congress that discussed and confined

the nature of Hopi use within the 1934 Navajo Reservation. NFOF p. 1 ¶ 1. And,

although Congress did not create a metes and bounds legal description of the

boundary setting land aside for the Hopi Tribe, the 1934 Act limited Hopi rights to

those limited lands the Hopis actually occupied in 1934. Masayesva v. Zah, 816

F.Supp. at 1393.

The purpose of the 1934 Act was to describe the exterior boundaries of"the

Navajo Indian Reservation" and to consolidate land ownership within the

boundaries of the Reservation. Sekaquaptewa v. MacDonald, 619 F.2d at 804.

Prior to the 1934 Act, neither the Navajo nor the Hopi had recognized

(compensable) title to areas within the boundaries of the 1934 Act. "To effectuate

consolidated reservation ownership it was necessary to change the status of

reservation land title from a 'tenancy at will to a permanent compensable

interest.'" ld. (quoting from the district court opinion). Thus, according to the

Ninth Circuit, the 1934 Act specifically changed the Navajo and Hopi rights in the

1934 Navajo Reservation from a tenancy at will to a permanent compensable

interest and recognized and confirmed Indian title. Id. at 804, 805. Significantly,
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the Ninth Circuit held that the 1934 Act "immediately vested rights in both tribes."

Id. at 806-807.

Therefore, as has been previously adjudicated, the 1934 Act vested title to

the entire 1934 Navajo Reservation, including the land in the Bennett Freeze Area,

in the Navajo Nation, except for those small pockets of land that were concentrated

in and around the Village of Moenkopi where the Hopis lived in 1934. Id.

There are two significant legal differences between the presidentially created

1882 Executive Order Area and the congressionally created 1934 Navajo

Reservation. First, the 1934 Act created a compensable property interest in the

Navajo Nation to all of the lands within its boundaries, except the area of historic

Hopi use and occupancy. Id. at 804, 805. And the second major legal difference

was that the 1934 Act did not create a co-tenancy in lands that were exclusively

Navajo. Thus, the area exclusively used by the Navajo (including all of the land

that was unoccupied by either tribe) was not subject to Hopi co-tenancy rights.

Similarly, the land used exclusively by the Hopi was not subject to any Navajo co-

tenancy rights. Id. at 807.

The distinction between the rights conferred in the 1934 Act as compared to

the 1882 Executive Order and the nature of the Hopi occupancy of the 1934

Navajo Reservation are critical to understanding the error in the Court of Federal

Claims' decision. That the lower court misapprehends this critical distinction is
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shown in the first paragraph under the background section of its opinion that states,

"The land in question the 1934 Navajo Reservation was granted by executive order

in 1934 to the Navajo ..." (A-3).

The problem with the lower court's misidentifying the 1934 Act as an

"executive order" is serious because, as set forth by the Ninth Circuit, much of the

early litigation regarding the 1934 Act involved whether the land set aside was of a

temporary tenancy-at-will and non-compensable nature, such as that created by an

executive order, or whether the 1934 Act intended to vest a permanent

compensable property interest in the Navajo Nation within the boundaries of the

1934 Act. The Ninth Circuit has found that Congress by legislation - not

executive order- changed the status of the 1934 Navajo Reservation from what

had previously been a tenancy-at-will to a "permanent compensable interest."

Sekaquaptewa v. MacDonald, 619 F.2d at 804.

Even further, the court below also appears to misapprehend the nature of the

Hopi occupancy of the 1934 Navajo Reservation when it states that "at the time of

the 1934 Act, the Hopi tribe ("Hopi") was located on a portion of the land located

directly west of the 1882 reservation area, commonly referred to as the Bennett

Freeze area ("BFA")." (A-3). The Hopi Tribe itself was actually located on the

Hopi Indian Reservation that was contained within the 1882 Executive Order Area.

It was not the "Hopi Tribe" but just the small Village of Moenkopi where Hopis
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lived, which was protected in the 1934 Act.

The Court of Federal Claims' holding that the Navajo only had "joint use"

would only have been correct if it applied to the 1882 Executive Order Area where

the Navajo's property rights were limited to a cotenancy right of occupancy shared

with Hopi. But, the Court's description of Navajo rights within the 1934 Navajo

Reservation as only "joint use" and not "exclusive" (A-7) is simply wrong and is

directly contrary to the Ninth Circuit's decision in Sekaquaptewa v. MacDonald

that the property rights conferred to the Navajo by the 1934 Act were identifiable,

permanent, and compensable.

Because Congress vested Indian compensable title in the Navajo Nation to

all of the land except the pockets of Hopi use in 1934, from that date on, the

Navajo Nation's property rights could not be taken without just compensation

pursuant to the Fifth Amendment. 6

"The United States must pay compensation when it takes tribal title

recognized by treaty or statute." Cohen's Handbook of Federal Indian Law 1026

(2005 ed.); Tee-Hit-Ton lndians v. United States, 348 U.S. 272, 277-78 (1955).

Shoshone Tribe of Indians v. United States, 299 U.S. 476, 496, 497 (1937). See

also Chippewa Indians of Minnesota v. United States, 301 U.S. 358, 375-376

(1937) ("Our decisions, while recognizing that the government has power to

6 The Hopi Tribe's property rights Within the confined pocket of Hopi use around

the Village of Moenkopi vested in 1934 as well.
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control and manage the property and affairs of its Indian wards in good faith for

their welfare, show that this power is subject to constitutional limitations and does

not enable the government to give the lands of one tribe or band to another, or to

deal with them as its own.").

B. The 1974 Settlement Act did not change the Navajo Nation's

Property Rights which had vested in 1934.

The 1974 Settlement Act did nothing to change the fact that the Navajo

Nation's property rights in the 1934 Navajo Reservation vested on June 14, 1934.

The purpose of the 1974 Settlement Act was simply to provide a mechanism

whereby the tribes could adjudicate the precise boundary of Hopi use and

occupation within the 1934 Navajo Reservation.

C. It had been known since before the passage of the 1934 Act, that

the Hopi use and occupancy was within a limited area in and around the

Village of Moenkopi.

Because Congress vested the Navajo Nation with property rights in all of the

lands within the 1934 Reservation, in the ensuing litigation between the Navajo

Nation and Hopi Tribe, the Navajo Nation did not have to prove any occupation or

use of the 1934 Reservation. The burden of proving a metes and bounds legal

description around the Village of Moenkopi based on actual Hopi occupation and

use in 1934 fell solely on the Hopi. Sekaquaptewa v. MacDonald, 619 F.2d at 806.

The Navajo Nation never disputed that Hopis occupied the Village of

Moenkopi in 1934 and thus, the only issue at trial before the district court was to
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draw an outer boundary of Hopi use and occupancy that extended somewhat

beyond the Village of Moencopi itself. There was never any good faith argument

that the Hopi used and occupied the entire Bennett Freeze Area. And, most

importantly, the United States was aware of the limited geographic extent of the

potential Hopi interest in the 1934 Navajo Reservation. Prior to Congress' passing

the 1934 Act, the United States had commissioned three studies, all of which

located Hopi used and occupancy to between 35,000-246,000 acres around the

Village ofMoenkopi. NFOF p.1 ¶ 1. In 1937, the Department of Interior

commissioned three additional studies, which confirmed that Hopi use and

occupancy was confined to the environs around the Village of Moenkopi, and

recommended to set aside areas for the Hopi Tribe ranging from 72,900 acres to

200,000 acres. NFOF p.2 ¶ 3.

In 1969, the Bureau of Indian Affairs ("BIA") Area Director Graham

Holmes recommended to Commissioner Robert Bennett that the Hopi Tribe be

assigned 54,809 acres in and around the Village of Moenkopi. NFOF p.4 ¶ 13.

Commissioner Bennett modified the area for Hopi use to 105,000 acres, and in so

doing relied heavily on a report written by Gordon B. Page in 1937, which

comprehensively looked at all of the Hopi uses of land in and around the Village of

Moencopi, including farming and grazing operations, finding that the totality of all

Hopi uses was limited to an area of about 102,000 acres. NFOF p.4 ¶ 14 (A-53,
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56).

And finally, in 1992, the district court set aside 60,518 acres for Hopi use

and occupancy, which was centered on the Village of Moencopi. All of the rest of

the Bennett Freeze Area - approximately 1,438,000 acres - was exclusively

Navajo]

D. Congress did not carve out from the bundle of sticks that it gave

to the Nava]o Nation when it created 1934 Navajo Reservation the ability of

the Hopi Tribe to control development on the land that was exclusively

Navajo.

The lower court's decision is predicated on its mistaken view that Congress

intended that the proscribed uses - the prohibition of development without Hopi

approval over the entire Bennett Freeze Area - were not part of the Navajo title to

begin with. See Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Commission, 505, U.S. 1003,

1027, 112 S.Ct. 2886, 2899 (1992). The lower court, however, did not cite any

legislative history of the 1934 Act that supported its view that Congress intended to

convey to the Navajo Nation less than the full bundle of sticks inherent in Indian

title. There was no suggestion in the legislative history that the 1934 Navajo

Reservation, outside of the area used by the Hopi, would be subject to the ability of

7 The district court found that the vast majority of the Bennett Freeze Area, an area

of about 1,320,00 acres was never used or occupied by the Hopi and therefore was

a part of the 1934 Navajo Reservation. The district court found that the Hopi

exclusive use area was limited to the 22,675 acres in the Village of Moenkopi. The

district court found that the Hopi and Navajo jointly used about 152,000 acres

around the Village of Moenkopi. The court partitioned 37,843 acres exclusively to

the Hopi and the balance of the 114,157 acres was exclusively Navajo.
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the Hopi Tribe to regulate Navajo land use.

The Ninth Circuit's analysis in Sekaquaptewa v. MacDonald and its

thorough digest of the 1934 Act's legislative history leads to the opposite

conclusion. The Ninth Circuit found that the 1934 Act was concerned "primarily

with Navajo affairs", that Congress intended to "vest Indian title" and to create a

"compensable property interest" in the Navajo. 619 F.2d at 806. Given that the

1934 Act was all about describing the boundaries of the "Navajo Indian

Reservation" and determining Navajo rights therein, the Navajo Nation had a

reasonable expectation that it could use and develop its land, without the Hopi

Tribe's ability to regulate - and prevent - its land use. Although the 1934 Act

Carved out a geographic exception for the Hopi, it did not create a future interest, a

cotenancy, or grant a right to either tribe to control the development of land

occupied and used by the other tribe. The Navajo property rights created by the

1934 Act, therefore, included the fight to develop. See Lucas v. South Carolina

Coastal Council, 503 U.S. 1003, 1017 (1992). "What is the land but the profits

thereof." 1 Edward Coke, The Institutes of Laws of England, ch.1 § 1 (1797) (1 st

Am.ed. 1812)

The United States Supreme Court has described property rights as "created"

and "defined" by "existing rules or understandings that stem from an independent

source such as State law..." Webb's Fabulous Pharmacies, Inc. v. Beckwith, 499
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U.S. 155, 161 (1980) (quoting Board of Regents v. Roth, 408 U.S. 564, 577

(1972)).

When the Ninth Circuit determined that the 1934 Act vested Indian title in

the Navajo Nation, the Navajo Nation had a reasonable expectation under the

common Indian law that it could use the land it occupied without interference from

the Hopi Tribe. Chippewa of Minnesota v. United States, 301 U.S. 355 (1937);

Shoshone Tribe of Indians v. United Sates, 299 U.S. 476 (1937); Tee-Hit-Ton

Indians v. United States, 348 U.S. 272 (1955).

E. The Hopi/Navajo dispute over where to draw the boundary

around the general vicinity of Moencopi did not affect either Navajo title or

property rights in |ands in the vast Bennett Freeze Area.

The lower court's opinion is premised on what is essentially a mistaken (and

inappropriate) finding of fact: "the intolerable ambiguity as to how much land

would have to be set aside for the Hopi" clouded title to all of the land within the

Bennett Freeze Area, and until that cloud was lifted in 2006, "plaintiff cannot

assert the necessary elements of its property interest." (A-7).

First, the lower court's factual finding is incorrect. The Hopi had initially

asserted a title claim to all of the Bennett Freeze Area when the district court

litigation was commenced in 1974. The Hopi had argued that the 1934 Act vested

it with equal title. But, the Hopi argument was rejected by the Ninth Circuit in

Sekaquaptewa v. MacDonald in May 1980. The Hopi interest was limited to their
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actual occupancy and use as of 1934. Thus, before the 1980 Amendment was

passed, it was known by everyone that the legitimate Hopi claim was limited to the

area around the Village of Moencopi, since that was the only area in which the

Hopis lived, farmed, and grazed their animals. The Hopi claim simply did not

legitimately involve the vast 1,500,000 of the Bennett Freeze Area.

Second, it was inappropriate for the lower court to make any finding of fact

in a motion to dismiss, where the evidence submitted by the Navajo showed that all

of the United States' studies showed the Hopis used and occupied only the area

around the Village of Moencopi.

Even if title was technically clouded until the resolution of the district court

litigation in 2006, that clouding of title did not reduce the Navajo Indian title that

vested in 1934.

In Pettro v. United States, 47 Fed.C1. 136 (2000), the Court of Federal

Claims found a compensable taking of a plaintiff's right to sand and gravel where

the United States, after receiving the results of a title search, informed the plaintiff

that title to the minerals had merged with the surface estate and had been conveyed

to the United States by the surface estate owner. Believing in good faith that the

United States was the owner of the mineral rights, the United States sued the

property owner in federal court to quiet title. The property owner filed a

counterclaim alleging that he owned the mineral estate. The parties settled the
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lawsuit, in which the parties agreed that the property owner did in fact own the

mineral estate.

Prior to the quiet title action and throughout its duration, the United States

had told the property owner that they had to cease all work on the site. The

property owner then sued the United States for a taking of their property interests,

which was based on the government's refusal to allow the property owner to use

the mineral estate during the time period in which the litigation over the cloud on

title was litigated. The court found that the govemment had effectively deprived

plaintiff of his ownership interest: "[T]he government's words and actions

indicated to all involved that the United States considered itself the owner of the

sand and gravel rights. Thus, the court holds that the Forest Service's actions

constituted a taking, as they temporarily deprived [plaintiff] of his entire property

interest." Id. at 148 (citations omitted). Pettro stands for the proposition that a

good faith dispute over title, pursuant to which the government acts to protect its

property interest, is not a defense to a takings claim. The lower court's opinion

must be reversed under Pettro.

Yuba Goldfields, Inc. v. United States, 723 F.2d 884 (Fed. Cir. 1983)

presents a very similar factual background to the case at bar. In Yuba Goldfields,

the U.S. Corps of Engineers wrote the property owner Yuba, stating, inter alia,

"that Yuba had no extraction or other rights, that Yuba would be held accountable
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for removal of any precious metals that may legally belong to the government..."

ld. at 885-886. Yuba sued the United States to confirm its title to the mineral

interests. The district court granted summary judgment to Yuba holding that the

United States claim to the mineral right was unsound. The United States filed a

motion for summary judgment to Yuba's takings lawsuit, which the Claims Court

granted inter alia, because "there was no taking where, as here, the United States

'acts' in good faith to protect what it deems to be its property." ld. One of the

issues on appeal was whether the United States' "good faith" effort to "protect

what it deems to be its property" is a defense to a Fifth Amendment takings claim.

The Federal Circuit reversed, finding that there was no evidence in the record that

the United States acted in good faith, and that the "record reflects genuine issues of

material fact relating to the prohibition portion of the government action..." ld. at

889.

The Claims Court decision in the case at bar, however, does not attempt to

ascertain whether the United States in enacting the 1980 Amendment and then

ceding all development authority to the Hopi Tribe over exclusively Navajo lands,

acted under a good faith belief that the Hopi could establish a property right in all

of the Bennett Freeze Area. In fact, all of the evidence that was before the Claims

Court, including the six studies commissioned by the United States in the 1930's

and the BIA's directive limiting the Hopi land use just prior to Congress' passage
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of the 1974 Settlement Act indicate directly to the contrary: that the United States

knew that the Hopi's reasonable claim was limited to the environs of the Village of

Moenkopi. In any event, at a minimum, whether the United States had a good faith

belief as to the validity that a Hopi claim that would have encompassed all of the

Bennett Freeze Area presented a genuine issue of material fact, which should have

precluded summary judgment.

In both Pettro and Yuba the United States had in effect restrained property

owners from exercising mining rights during the time when the cloud on title was

being litigated. The courts concluded that government title claims did not preclude

a taking claim where the government did more than simply assert a claim, but

interfered with private property rights pending resolution of the quiet title action.

Under Pettro and Yuba the existence of the Hopi's title claim does not preclude the

Navajo Nation from having a compensable property interest due to its Indian title

to the land within the Bennett Freeze Area, which vested in 1934.

Had the United States simply allowed the quiet title action to proceed, it

would not have deprived the Navajo of its property rights. But, the United States

did not just allow the two tribes to quiet title to these lands: it took affirmative

action that deprived the Navajo of their property rights by first passing the 1980

Amendment, which ignored all of the studies regarding the location of Hopi use

and occupancy, and then by abandoning oversight of the entire Bennett Freeze
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Area to the Hopi. The Navajo Nation has therefore presented a cognizable takings

claim, which should not have been dismissed.

CONCLUSION

The Navajo Nation's property rights vested in 1934 when Congress created

the 1934 Navajo Reservation for the Nation's benefit. The 1974 Settlement Act

and its amendments did not change the property right that Congress created in

1974. The Navajo Nation has a compensable property fight in all of its lands set

aside for its benefit by Congress in the 1934 Act, and is therefore entitled to prove

that a Fifth Amendment temporary taking occurred.

The Navajo Nation respectfully requests that the Court reverse the Court of

Claims and remand for further proceedings.
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Case l:88-cv-00508-EGB Document 133 Filed 07/13/09

_n tl)_ _niteb _tat_ Cotttt of _'IFe_ral Claim_

No. 508-88 L

THE NAVAJO NATION,

JUDGMENT

V°

THE UNITED STATES

Pursuant to tile court's Published Opinion, filed July 13, 2009, granting defendant's
motion to dismiss plaintiff's constimtioual taking claim, and the court's prior dismissal of

plaintiff's only other claim,

1T IS ORDERED AND ADJUDGED this date, pursuant to Rule 58, that judgment is in
lhvor of defendant and dm comp!aint is dismissed. No costs.

Jolm S. Buckley

Acting Clelk of Court

July 13, 2009 By: s/Lisa L. Rcyes

Deputy Clerk

NOTE: As to appeal, 60 days from this date, see RCFC 58.1, re number of c0pies and listing of
all plaintiffs. Filing lee is $455.00.
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Case 1:88-cv-00508=EGB Document 132 Filed 07/1312009

351ttlje_htiteb _tatea o_ottrtof _eberal _[aima
No. 508-88L

(Filed: July 13, 2009)

**********************

THE.NAVAJO NATION,

Plaintiff,

V.

THE UNITED STATES,

Defendant.

**********************

Constitutional Taking;

Property Interest.

Scott B. McElroy, lvl. Catherine Condon, Boulder, CO, and Peter J.

Osetek, Ann Arbor, MI, for plaintiff.

William J. Shapiro, Trial Attorney, Department o f Justice, Environment
and Natural Resources Division, Sacramento, CA, Mark S. Barton, Trial

Attorney, Department of Justice, Environment and Natural Resources Division,
Washington, DC, John C. Cruden, Acting Assistant Attorney General,

Environmental and Natural Resources Division, fordefendant.

OPINION

BRUGGINK, Judge.

This is an action by the Navajo Nation for breach of trust and for a

constitutional taking of its rights to develop land originally granted to it by
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the United States in 1934. The case has been pending since 1988, although,

for most of the intervening years, it has been stayed until related district court

litigation was resolved. In an opinion dated February 27, 2009, we granted

defendant's motion to dismiss plaintiff's breach of trust claim. Pending now

is defendant's motion to dismiss, or in the alternative, motion for summary

judgment, with respect to plaintiff's remaining taking claim.

Tile court has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to the Tucker Act,

28 U.S.C. § 1491(a)(1) (2006), and the Indian Tucker Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1505.

Tile issue is now dilly briefed. For the reasons discussed below, defendant's

motion to dismiss plaintiff's constitutional taking claim is granted.

BACKGROUND I

Plaintiff filed its amended complaint on June 29, 1990, alleging that.

the United States breached its trnst relationship with the tribe ,and that it tool_

Nawljo land without just compensation. The land in question was granted by

executive order in 1934 to the Navajo and "such other Indians as may already

be located thereon." Act of June 14, 1934,:ch. 521, 48 Stat. 960 ("1934
Act"). At the time of the 1934 Act, the Hopi Tribe ("Hopi") was located on

a portion of the land located directly west of the 1882 Reservation Area,

commonly referred to as the Bennett Freeze Area ("BFA"). The Hopi and the

Navajo disputed ownership rights'to the BFA for decades thereafter.

Congress adopted three Statutes in which it attempted to address the

inherent ambiguity of the tribes' rights to tlae BFA under file 1934 AcL The

first was the 1974 Settlement Act 2 which permitted, inter alia, the Hopi and

tim Navajo to sue one mlother in district court to resolve their dispute over

title to the "i934 Reservation Area. See 25 U.S.C. § 640d-7(a). Litigation
between the tribes cormnenced hi the District Court for the District of Arizona

("district court") immediately thereafter.

Second, in 1980, Congress amended fl_e 1974 Settlement Act, thereby

limiting the tribes' ability to develop unilaterally in the BFA pending the

I The reader's knowledge of tile background facts and procedural history of

this case as set lbrfll in our prior opinion is assumed.

z Pub. L. No. 95-531, 88 Stat. 1712 (codified at 25 U.S.C. §§ 640d, et seq.

(1974)) ("1974 Settlement Act").
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outcome 0fthe district court litigation? The 1980 Amendment stated:

[a]ny development of lands in litigation pursuant to section 8 of

this Act... shall be carried out only upon the written consent of

each tribe except for the limited areas around the village of

Moenkopi and around Tuba City. Each such area has been

heretofore designated by the Secretary. 'Development' asused

herein shall mean any new construction or improvement to the

property and further includes public work projects, power and

water lines, public agency improvements, ,and associated rights-

of-way.

Pub. L. No. 96-305, 94 Stat. 929 (codified at 25 U.S.C. § 640d-9(f) (1980)).

The purpose of the 1980 Amendment was to "preserve tile parties'

rights subject to a final adjudication," Masayesva v. Zah, 816 F. Supp. 1387,

1393 (D. Ariz. 1992). In August 1982, the Hopi Tribe implemented a

moratorium 4 on approval of all Navajo development proposals.

The third piece of legislation was the 1988 Amendment to the 1974

Settlement Act, which created an appeals mechanism within the Department

of the Interior ("DOI") for the tribes to challenge project application denials

pending the outcome of the pending litigation. 5

It was not until December 4, 2006, that the district court approved a

final settlement agreement between the Navajo and the Hopi regarding the

BFA land. Honyoama v. Shirley, No. 74-842-PI-IX-EHC (D. Ariz. Dec. 4,

2006). The effect was to grant each tribe an agreed-upon portion of the land
within the Bemlett Freeze Area. The individual tribes now hold exclusive title

to the lands granted them hi the settlement agreement.

According to plaintiff, the DOI'took Navajo land when it acquiesced

in the Hopi's implementation of a development moratorium on the BFA.

3See 25 U.S.C. § 640d-9(f) (1980) (referred to herein as "1980 Amendment").

4 Commonly referred to as the "Hopi moratorium."

5 See 25 U.S.C. §640d-9(0(2)-(3) (1988) (referred to herein as "1988

Amendment").
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Plaintiffargues that its claim commenced at some point after file beginnhlg of

fide Hopi moratorium in August 1982. It contends that "It]he restrictions

imposed by defendant, ,'rod its unlawful delegation of federal police power [to

the Hopi], are a continuing taking of plaintiff's property without just

compensation." Pl.'s Amend. Compl. at 1. Altliough the implementation of

tile moratorium varied over time, we assume for purposes of ruling on this

motion that without fide Hopi's consent to development proposals by the

Navajo-or without the government's override of Hopi denials-the Navajo

were prohibited from undertaking ,any development in the BFA.

Defendmlt;filed a dispositive motion on June 2, 2008, with regard to

plaintiff's breach of trust _md taking claims. Oral argument was held in

Albuquerque, New Mexico on January 8, 2009. On February 27, 2009, we

granted defendant's motion with respect to plaintiff's breach of trust claim.

We held that the statutes cited by plaintiffdid not identity a money-mandating

fiduciary duty on the part of the government sufficient to support a claim for

money damages. We declined, however, to role with respect to the only

remaining claim-that of a constitutional taking. Instead, we held that we had

not yet received adequate briefing on the issue of what property interest

plaintiff was asserting had been taken:

[t]he essence of fide status quo-arguably from the inception of
the 1934 Act, but certainly after 1974- is that neither tribe was

able to assert with any finality what it owned. The very reason

for the implementation of the Bennett Freeze and the 1980

Amendment was the into!erahle ,'unbiguity as to how much land

Would have to be set aside for the Hopi. Before that problem

was solved, the Navajo [-Nation] could only assert its rights

through litigation. Litigation was not complete as of 1980,

however, nor was it complete in 1982. Indeed, title to the

Bennett Freeze Area was not conclusively established between
tile tribes until 2006.

Op. of Feb. 27, 2009, at 29. For this reason we sought further brief'rag on the

issue of how plaintiff could successfully assert a constitutional taking claim"if

the very essence of the legislation which forms fide basis of the claim precludes

any definitive assertion of the Navajo Tribe's title to tide land." ld.
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DISCUSSION

Plaintiff's taking claim is based on file Fifth Amendment of the United

States Constitution. See U.S. Const. amend. V, el. 4 ("nor shall private

property be taken for public use without just compensation."). A constitutional

taking claim generally accrnes on the date that the taking occurs. Alliance of

Descendants of Tex. Land Grants v. United States, 37 F.3d 1478, 1481 (Fed.

Cir. 1994). Before deciding the appropriate accrual date in the case at hand,

however, we must determine "whether plaintiffpossesse[d] a valid interest in

the property affected by the governmental action." Karuk Tribe v. Ammon,

209 F.3d 1366, 1374 (Fed. Cir. 2000).

Plaintiff contends flint the 1934 Act vested in the Navajo Nation

compensable property rights to the reservation at issue. Plaintiffasserts in its

sur-response that:

although Congress did not create a metes and botmds legal

description of the boundary setting land aside for the Hopi

Tribe, the [1934 Act] limited Hopi rights to those limited lands

the Hopis actually occupied in 1934, at which time only about

400 Hopis lived in the Village of Moenkopi.

Pl.'s Sur-resp., at 3 (citing Masayesva v. Zah, 793 F. Supp. ]495, 1502 (D.

Ariz. 1992), aff'd in part, rev 'd in part, 65 F.3d 1445 (9 _hCir. 1995)). Thus,

according to plaintiff, "the entire 1934 Reservation, including the lands

governed by the 1980 Amendment, belonged to the Navajo Nation except for

• . . the village of Moenkopi wliere the Hopis lived in 1934." h/. The

constitutional taking occurred, plaintiffargues, when file Hopi Tribe, acting as

agents tbr the United States government, "imposed its unilateral moratorium
in 1982." ld. at 8.

Defendant contends that the language of the 1934 Act expressed

Congress' tmambiguous intent to protect not only Navajo rights to the entire

land, but "to preserve the rights of all Indians located thereon." Def.'s Sur-

reply, at 5. According to defendant, the Navajo Nation "lacked an exclusive

compensable right to use the Bennett Freeze Area" upon which it could assert

a constitutional taking claim at the time fl_e complaint was filed. Id. at 6.

Congress' adoption of the 1974 Settlement Act, the 1980 Amendment, and the

1988 Amendmen! confirms this fact, according to defendant.

It is clear that whatever rights plaintiff had in the BFA were limited to
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those granted to it by Congress. We therelbre agree with defendant that the

effect of the 1974 Settlement Act and its two subsequent amendments was to

confima fllat fiom the outset, i.e. 1934, neither tribe had sole control over the

BFA lands prior to the termination of district court litigation. Consequently,

the lands were inherently subject to the very restrictions fllat plaintiff now

claims constitute a taking. Whatever plaintiff's property interest was prior to

2006, it incorporated the fact of ambiguity. That ambiguity lead to the

subsequent statutofily-endorsed restrictions on use and was only eliminated at

the conclusion of fl_e district court litigation.

There is therefore an irreconcilable conflict between flae rights plaintiff

claims it had fiom the inception of the I934 Act and the rights Congress gave

the tribe. Inherent in plaintiffs claim is the assertion fllat it had the right to

exclusive control to develop in the BFA without Hopi interference, as well as

the right to compensation for any such interference. Even if plaintiff did have

some compensable right to the land, it amounted to less than exclusive control.

Congress made clear ttn'ough legislation implemented decades after the 1934

Act that plaintiff did tlot-and never did have_-exclusive control of the land in
question.

hlstead, Congress implemented, through the 1974 Settlemeaat Act, the

device of litigation to determine the tribes'- respective rights to exclusive

control in the BFA. The very adoption of the 1974 Act reaffirms the

an_biguity that was not resolved until 2006. Plaintiff's rights were thus limited

by Congress'grant ofjoint use to an unspecific portion of the land. Until that

limitation was eliminated, the Navajo did not have the unfettered :right to

unilaterally develop in the BFA.

We conclude that plaintiff's right to operate unilaterally on particular

BFA lands (i.e.,,unencumbered by restrictions originating in Hopi claims) was

not part of plaintifFs property interest until the conclusion of the district court

litigation in 2006. As we Stated in our prior opinion, "[t]he very reason for the

implementation of the Bennett Freeze and the 1980 Amendment was the

intolerable ambiguity as to how much land would have to be set aside for the

Hopi?' Op, of Feb. 27, 2009, at:29. As title to the lands in question was

unsettled before the end of district court litigation in 2006, plaintiff cannot

assert the necess,'u'y element of its property interest. We therefore grant

defendant's motion tO dismiss plaintiffs constitutional taking claim.
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CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated above, we grant defendant's motion to dismiss

plaintiff's constitutional taking claim. In view of our prior dismissal of

plaintiff's only other claim, file clerk is directed to enter judgment in favor of

defendant, dismisshlg the complaint, blo costs.

s/Eric G. Bt:uggink
ERIC G. BRUGGINK

Judge
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(Filed: February 27, 2009)

THE NAVAJO NATION,

Plaintiff,

V.

THE UNITED STATES,

Defendant.

**********************

Indian Trust Claim; Statute

of Limitations; Claim

Accrual; Temporary

Regulatory Taking

Scott B. McEh-oy, M. Catherine Condon, Washington, D.C., and Peter J.

Osetek, Ann Arbor, MI, for plaintiff.

William .I. Shapiro, Mark S. Barron, Trial Attorneys, Civil Division,

Departnac,]t of Justice, Washington, D.C., RonahlJ. Tenpas, Assistant Attorney

General, Department of Justice, Washington, D.C., for defendant.

OPINION

13RU G G fN K, Judge.

The Navajo Nation brings this action against the United States asserting

a constitutional taking and a breact_ of trust. The suit o_iginates i_ t_e federa_

government's decades-long efforts to delineate reservation lands I)etween the

Navajo and Hopi Tribes. These efforts were particularly difficult because the
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tribes have not occupied physically separated lands. They have co-occupied

some of the disputed lands. Plaintiff contends that these efforts resulted in

such severe restrictions on the use of its lands that the government breached

its fiduciary duties to the tribe and took its property on a temporary basis.

13oth of plaintiff's claims stem from the same government action,

namely, the Department of the Interior's ("DOI") alleged misinterpretation of

the 1980 Amendment _ to the 1974 Settlement Act." The amendment, in

general terms, had the effect of forcing the two tribes to live with a stay in

place on the land pending the outcome of litigation resolving their respective

rights. In 1982, the Hopi adopted a moratorium against all Navajo

development proposals, including those relating to the repair and restoration

of dilapidated Navajo structures in the area affectedby the 1980 Amendment.

Plaintiff argues that DOI's alleged acquiescence in the Hopi. moratorium

violated the government's trust duties to the Navaj0, or, alternatively, caused

a temporary taking of Navajo land and property.

The action was stayed tbr several years at the parties' joint request so

that collateral litigation could be terminated. That litigation ended on

December 4, 2006, triggering defendant's motion. See Honyoama v. Shirley,

No. 74-842-PHX-EHC (D. Ariz. Dec. 4, 2006). Defendant argues that the

complaint should be dismissed pursuant to Rule 12(b)(l), Rule 12(b)(6) or

Rule 56 of the Rules of the United States Court of Federal Claims ("RCFC")

either because it was filed too late or because it fails to state a claim upon

which relief can be granted. The court has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant

to the Tucker Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1491, and the Indian TuckerAct, 28 U.S.C. §

1505 (2000).

Oral argument was held in Albuquerque, New Mexico on Thursday,

January 8, 2009. For the reasons discussed below, defendant's motion for

st munary judgment is granted with respect only to plaintiff's breach of trust

claim. We defer ruling on defendant's motion with respect to plaintiff's

takings claim. Further briefing on the issue is outlined below.

i Pub. L. No. 96-305, 94 Star. 929 (codified at 25 U.S.C. § 640d-9(f)

(1980)).

2 Pub. I.. No. 95-531, 88 Stat. 1712 (codified at 25 U.S.C. §§ 640d, et

seq. (1974)).
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BACKGROUND 3

Accessing the dispute requires a recitation of the numerous treaties and

statutes underlying the creation of the Navajo and Hopi reservations as well as

the government's ongoing trust responsibilities to the tribes.

The 1868 Navajo Reservation

Oil June 1,1868, President Andrew Johnson entered into a treaty with

the Nav:_jo Nation, setting aside a parcel of land commonly knows as the

"'1868 rectangle" for the "use and occupation of the Navajo tribe of Indians,

and for such other friendly tribes or individual Indians as from time to time

they may be willing, with the consent of the United States, to admit among

theol." Treaty with the Navajos, June 1, 1868, 15 Stat. 667.

Other parcels of land were thereafter set apart for the Navajo through

executive orders and legislative actions, which served to expand the

rcservation's boundaries. See, e.g., Exee. Order of Oct. 29, 1878; Exee. Order

of Jan. 6, 1880;Exec. OrderofMay 17, 1884; Exec. Orderer Jan. 8, 1900;Act

of May 23, 1930, 46 Stat. 378; Ae! of Feb. 14, 1931, 46 Stat. 1161 (codified

at 16 U.S.C. §§ 445 to445b. In 1880, the Navajo reservation consisted of

approximately eiglat million acres, which, in turn, created the eastern border

of the reservation territory later granted by executive order to the Hopi in 1882.

See Healhlg v. Jones, 210 F. Supp. 125, 134-135 (D. Ariz. 1962). The Navajo

reservation also extended to the south and southwest of what would be the

1882 Hopi reservation, which is described below, ld.

1882 Itopi Reservation

President Chester Arthur, on December 16, 1882, signed an executive

order establishing for file Hopi a reservation of approximately tw0-and-a-half

million acres in Arizona which is commonly known as the"1882 I_.eservation."

In th is treaty witll the H opt (formerly known as tile "Moqui"), President Arthur

proclaimed that tile 1882 Reservation was "for tl_e use and occupation of the

Moqui and such other Indians as the Secretary of the Interior may see fit to

The facts are taken from the parties' undisputed proposed findings of

fact and exhibits, as well as from prior reported decisions involving the tribes.
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settle thereon•" Treaty with tile Hopi, Executive Orders Relating to Indian

Reservations: 1855-1922 (Dec. 16, 1882). The executive order of 1882,

however, did not include the Hopi village of Moenkopi, located to the west of

the reservation. The 1882 l_,eservatiou is located in the center of the map at

page five below and is marked with a rectangle outlined in black.

As the Nawljo had "used and occupied parts of the 1882 reservation.

• . from long prior to the creation of the reservation in 1882," the 1882

Reservation later became the subject of quiet title litigation between the Hopi

and tile Navajo. Healing, 210 FI Supp. at 144-45. I11 1962, the United States

District Court for the District of Arizona ("district court") determined that it

lacked jurisdiction to partition the jointly-held land (known commonly as the

"joint use area" or the "JUA"). ld. at 190. Instead, the district court held that

ttie two tribes had "joint, undivided, and equal interests in and to all of tile

1882 reservation lying outside the boundaries of land management district 6

.... "" ld. at 132. In 1972, the district court officially imposed a nmtual

consent requirement between the tribes for proposed development on the area.

Hamilton v. MacDonald, Civ. 579-PCT (D. Ariz. 1972)• The Hopi and the

Navajo engaged in litigation regarding their respective rights to the JUA for

decades after the mutual consent requirement was originally imposed. See

Jones v. He°ling, 373 IJ.S. 758 (1963), aff'g, 210 F. Supp. 125 (D. Ariz.

1962); Clinton v. Babbitt, 180 F.3d 1081, 1083 n. 2 (9 'h Cir• 1999);

Sekaquaptewa v. MacDonald, 626F.2d 113,115 n. 3 (9 thCir. 1980)• By 1934,

however, the 1882 Reservation was completely surrounded by the expansion

of Navajo lairds. This expansion created an entirely new and distinct conflict

between the tribes, discussed below.

77re 1934 Navajo Reservation J'Sxteasion

Congress extended the boundaries of the Navajo Reservation on June

• 14, 1934 and created a joint interest in these additional lands for the Navajo

and "such other Indians as may already be located thereon•" Act of June 14,

1934, ch• 521,48 Stat. 960 ("1934 Act"). At the time, both Navajo and Hopi

tribal members lived on the land covered by the 1934 Act. See Hopi Tribe v.

United States, 55 Fed. CI. 81, 83 (2002)• The Hopi "lived in the Village of

Moenkopi and used adjacent areas in 1934, and were 'such other Indians'

entitled to an equitable interest in the 1934 l(eservation." Masayesva v. Zah,

816 F. Supp. 1387, 1393 (D. Ariz. 1992). The map below depicts tlleNavajo

and Hopi Reservations as they currently exist. The expanded 193,1 Navajo

Reservation is depicted in light-red and medium-red as the lands surrounding
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tile 1882 I-xccutivc Order. The Hopi village of IVloenkopi aml tile Nawljo

villageofTuba City arc shown on tllc map ill the medium-red arca located just

west of the 1882 Kescrvation area.

1882 Reservation �Ire. Liligtttio. E ffectx o. the 1934 Reservatio. Area

On June 3, 1963,1heSupreme Court affirmed the district courl's ruling

in lleali.g that the Navajo and the Ilopi held Ihe 1882 Reservation Area in

join! and common ownership. Itealing, 373 U.S. at 758, aft'g, 210 F. Supp.

al 125. During Ihc llealing litigation, the I lopi began to express COl_cerns 1o

DOI regarding Ihcir rights 1o the 1934 lands. In 1966, based on the Supreme

Court's ruling in He.ling, DOI Commissioner of Indian Affairs

("Commissioller") Robert 13ClmCtl "wrote a letter answering the Hopi concerns

about Ihe 1934 RcscrwDtion Area to N av.'ljo Area Director, Graham E. Holmes:

The conflict between the Naw_jo and lh_pi Tribes uver their

respective rights in the [1882 Rcservalion] was resolved by

Heali.g v..In.es . . . . Thus, Ihe OWllcrship and rights in lh,_t

particular area are forever settled insofar as this Bureau is

i_resently concerned. All actions whatsoever taken by officials
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of die Bureau . . . mt, sl be guided by lhc reality _l" common

,_wne,ship.

Anodler problem which has perple×ed tile 13ureau for years is

Ihe administratioll of[the 1934 I_.eserwltion Area I ....

It is evident thai the Government c_m no longer continue to

administer the :u'ea as though it were owned solely by Ihe

N avujo Tribe .... [lit does not uppeur reasonable to administer

Ihe Iolal of the reservation area in Arizona, con firmetl by the Act

of June 14, 1934, as though it were jointly owned by the Hopi

and Navajo Tribes. Effective adtninistration requires of me a

prudent judgn]et_t.

Therefore, the following instrnclions shall apply only to dlat

porlit_n of the [1934] Navajt_ Reservation lying west of the

[1882 Reservation] ....

• . . No action shall be taken by an official of Ihe !_ureau that

does not take full cogniz:mee of the nndeterlnined rights and

interests of the Hopi Indians in the said area. 1"his will

necessilate Ibrmal acliun by the llopi as well as by the Navajo

Tribe on all Ihose cases which hypolhecale Ille stH'l':tce or

subsurface resources Ibr exploralion, mining, righls-of-way,

traders, or other use or occupancy attthorized by permit, lease,

or license.

Loller from Robert Bennett, Commissioner, to Graham E. Holmes, Navajo

Area Director, dated July 8, 1966.

The mnlual cousenl requil_eillel]t set forlh in Commissioner 13cnnelt's

loiter for development in the 1934 Reservation Area bec;imc known its thc

"llcnnelt Freeze." The affected area is the porlion of the 1934 Reserwttion

Areu located directly west of the Igg2 Reservation Area anti is commonly

referred t¢_ as the "l]emletl Freeze Area." This includes die Ioc:ltion of the
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Hopi village of Moenkopi and theNavajo village of Tuba City. The Bennett

Freeze Area is located on the above map in a medium-red color.

DOI amended the Bennett Freeze in 1967 to allow unilateral approval

of public works projects by the DOI Commissioner. See Letter from Robert

Bennett, Commissioner, to Graham E. Holmes, Navajo Area Director, dated

Oct. 31, 1967. DOI simultaneously announced die approval of two new public

works projects- the Two Grey Hills School and the Tuba City Hospital. Id.

In 1970, however, DOI eliminated the 1967 public works project exception,

effectively reinstating the original mutual consent requirement of the Bennett

Freeze. See Letter from Acting Commissioner to Area Directors, dated Dec.

28, 1970.

The policy changed again in 1972 when DO1 Assistant Secretary of the

Interior, Harrison Loesch, wrote a letter exempting Moenkopi and Tuba City

from the mutual consent requirement. See Letter from Harrison Loesch, Asst.

Secretary of the Interior, to Peter MacDonald, Naw,jo Tribal Chairman, dated

Aug. 4, 1972; see also Letter from Deputy Commissioner to Area Directors,

dated Aug. 15, 1972. Thus, the Hopi Tribe could proceed with unilateral

development in the Moenkopi vicinity, and the Navajo were allowed to

develop without Hopi consent in Tuba City. ld.

The Commissioner fnrther modified the consent requirements in 1976

"in order to alleviate [the Freeze's] harsh impact during the pendency of the

litigation" to permit an appeal to him of"any Navajo.project... for which the

Hopi Tribe has specifically relilsed to grant its consent.., or that failed to

consider granting its consent within 30 days after being requested to do so."

Letter from Morris Tllompson, Commissioner, to ChairmanPeter MacDonald,

Navajo Chairman, dated July 16, 1976. The Commissioner's pnrpose in the

modification was to reduce the "arbitrarily imposed obstacle to meeting

Navajo needs." ld.

The 1974 Settlement Act

Congress enacted legislation in 197,1 which significantly impacted the

tribes' competing interests in the 1934 Reservation Area. Pub. L. No.93-531,

88 Star. 1712 (codified at 25 U.S.C. §§ 640d to 640d-31 (1974)) ("1974

Settlement Act"). The 1974 Settlement Act "required members of each tribe

to move from lands partitioned to the other tribe by 1986 and created a

commission to pay for the major costs of such relocations." Clinton, 180 F.3d
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at 1084 (citing 25 U.S.C. §§ 640d-11 to 640d-14). A lengthy and difficult

relocation program of more than 10,000 tribal members followed hfter a

district court order of partition. See id.

hnportantly for the present litigation, the 1974 Settlement Act also

authorized the tribes to bring suit against each other in district court to resolve

tile dispute over rights within the 1934 Reservation Area. See 25 U.S.C. §

640d-3; see also Sekaquaptewa, 626 F.2d at 117-119. The authorized

litigation began in 1974 and did not end until 2006, when the district court

adopted a settlement agreement between the Navajo and tile llopi regarding

land remaining under the Bennett Freeze. Honyoama v. Shirley, No. 74-842-

PHX-EHC (D. Ariz. Dee. 4, 2006).

]'Ire 1980 Ametuhnent to the 1974 Settlement Act

Before tile authorized litigation concluded, Congress in July 1980

amended the 1974 Settlement Act to codify the Bennett Freeze. See Pub. L.

No. 96-305, 94 Star. 929 (codified at25 U.S.C. § 640d-9(f) (t980)). In part,
the amendment stated:

Any development of lauds in litigation pursuant to section 8 of

this Act...shallbe carried out only upon the written consent of

each tribe except for the limited areas around the village of

Moenkopi and around Tuba City: Each such area has been

heretofore designated by the Secretary. 'Development' as used

herein shall mean any new construction or improvement to the

property and further includes public work projects, power and

water lines, public agency improvements, and associated rights-

of-way.

/d. The purpose of the 1980 Amendment, like that of tile original 1966

administrative freeze, was to "preserve the parties' rig!ds subject to a final

adjudication." Masayesva, 816 F. Supp. at 1397.

DOI's Office of tile Solicitor opined in June 1982 that the 1980

Amendment did not affect "ordinary maintenance and repair of existing

structures" but instead prohibited "all new developments or new construction."

lvlemorandum from William D. Back, DOI Acting Field Solicitor, to

Superintendent, Western Navajo Agency, dated June 2, 1982. According to

DOI's Bureau of Indian Affairs ("BIA") Western Navajo Agency
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Superintendent, Mr. Wilbur Wilkinson, "the [Bennet_:] freeze primarily

impact[ed] the Navajo people as virtually all Hi3pis reside[d] in theMoencol_i

area which [wa]s exempt from the freeze." Memorandum l'rom

Superintendent, Western Navajo Agency, to Asst. Secretary- Indian Affairs,

dated June 17, 1986. The 1980 Amendment did not provide for tile possibility

of appeal to the DOI Secretary of the interior in cases in which the llopi

denied or failed to respond to a Navajo application for a development project

in the Bennett Freeze Area.

Between July 1980 and August 1982, the Navajo sul)mitted several

public works project applications to the Hopi. The Hopi granted consent for

a well in Tuba City, all electrical line at some of the Tuba City wells, and an

expansion of the Tuba City/Moenkopi landfill. Hopi consent to Nawljo

development proposals Suddenly ceased, however, following the Hopi Tribe's

implementation of a development moratorium.

On August 26, 1982, the Hopi Tribal Council wrote a letter to the

Western Navajo Agency Division of Social Services stating:

The Hopi Negotiating Committec . . . unanimously voted to

place a moratorium on any and all construction activities, more

specifically within the Bennett Freeze Order Area (BFOA), until

certain issues have been addressed satisfactorily surrounding

current and potential constnlction activities in the litigated
BFOA and the entire 1934 Reservation. The Committee has

postponed the processing of all construction applications for the

BFOA for an indefinite period which will allow the HopiTribe

to conduct a complete investigation on the matter.

Letter from Stanley Honahni, Chairman, I Iopi Negotiating Commission, to

Calvin Nez, Caseworker, Division of Social Services, dated Aug. 26, 1982.

At least eleven 4 Navajo requests for reside_ltial construction and repair

were pending atthetimeoftheHopi's moratorium in August 1982. 5 TheHopi

4 Plaintiff and defendant disagree on tile number of pending requests.

l'laintiffconcedes that it does not have standing to seek compensation

on behalf ofilldividual Navajo tribal members. See Pl.'s l_.esp, at 2 n. 1
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Tribe did not give its consent to anyoftheseindividual Navajo projects. See

De£.'s Ex. 24 ("United States' List of Navajo Nation Proposals").

Upon tile implementation of the moratorium in 1982, the ]Iopi Tribe

began to monitor Navajo activity within the Bennett Freeze Area. In an effort

to ensure Navajo compliance with the moratorium, the Hopi posted notices on

individual Navajo residence sites considered to be in violation of the

moratorium. The Hopi considered renovations and repairs of individual

Navajo residences (called hogans) and the development of a water tank to be

illegal activity. Claims against the l-[upi for harassment of Navajo residents,

impoundment of Navajo livestock, and destruction of individual hogans, also

arose as a result of the tribe's moratorium enforcement efforts.

A Hopi employee, Patrick Dallas, participated in aerial reconnaissance

over the freeze area as part of the Hopi enforcement effort. Mr. Dallas and

other Hopi employees circled helicopters over suspeet Navajo structures and

then took photographs which they later used to conduct field visits. Some

l-[opi field visits resulted in field trip reports of the structure being reviewed.

l'_y June 1986, concern regarding the Hopi moratorium had reached Mr.

Wilbur Wilkinson, DOI's BIA Western Navajo Agency Superintendent. Mr.

Wilkinson wrote a letter to the DOI Assistant Secretary- Indian Affairs

regarding the moratorium:

[A]II activities in the Bennett Freeze Area need to be closely

regulated to ensure compliance with existing regulations by each
tribe ....

• . . Thc Iiopi Tiibe has mercilessly pocket-vetoed nearly all

Nawljo requests requiring their consent. We request a review of

the procedures established .... on July ]6, 1976, where the

Commissioner will entertain and act upon requests which the

Hopi Tribe has failed to respond to.
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... The overriding duty of the Federal Government is to deal

with Indian people, wherever located, and tltat is and will

continue to be the policy of the Navajo area.

Memorandum from Wilber Wilkinson, BIA Superintendent, Western Navajo

Agency, to Asst. Secretary- Indian Affairs, dated June i7, 1986. Ill July, Mr.

Wilkinson followed up with a letter to the Hopi Agency Superintendent, Mr.

Alph Secakuku:

[N]umerous complaints have been received by this office to tile

activities by l-[opt Tribal employees in the 1934 Bennett Freeze

Area. These employees are posting notices on Navajo homes

and improvements witli reference to the freeze requirements.

We are requesting your assistance in stopping the issuance of

these notices and any other Hopi Tribal activities ....

If tile Hopi Agency and thc Hopi Tribe are concerned with a
specific activity in the 1934 Executive Order Area, then contact

should be made to this office to investigate.

As a reminder, the Hopi Agency and the Hopi Tribe does not

have jurisdiction in Western Navajo Agency and filrther

activities of this nature may be construed as unlawful.

Letter from Wilber Wilkinson, BIA Superintendent, Western Navajo Agency,

to Alph Secakuku, Agency Superintendent, Hopi Agency, dated July 2, 1986.

Mr. Wilkinson sent a letter on July 7, 1986, to the Western Navajo

Agency requesting a determination from the BIA and permission to "notify

local Navajo residents on . . . the Bennett Freeze Area that minor

improvements to their residence will not require Hopi consent .... "

Memorandum from Wilbur D. Wilkinson, Superintendent, Western Navajo

Agency, to William D. Back, Acting Field Solicitor, Navajo Area, dated July

7, 1986. In October 1986, another request for a BIA policy statement on the

issue of Navajo home repairs was submitted by the Western Navajo Agency.

As of 1988, however, BIA had not adopted any change in policy on the issue.

BIA's Hopi Agency Superintendent, Mr. Alph Secakuku, responded to

Mr. Wilkinson's letters on July 9, 1986, stating tltat tile l-lopi Tribe has a "legal
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obligation to protect the interests of its citizens" and that in order to protect

Hopi interests, "tribal employees are in the area protecting the rights of the

Hopi Tribe by posting notices Oll Navajo improvements which have not

received Hopi Tribal consent .... " Letter frmn Alpb Secakukn,

Snperintendent, Hopi Agency, dated July 9, 1986. Mr. Secakuku

recommended dlat the Navajo obtain consent from the Hopi before attempting

further development in the Bennett Freeze Area to minimize "local agitation

and ill feelings." ld. Mr. Secakuku concluded his letter by stating, "[a]s a

Federal government entity, the Bureau of Indian Affairs has a responsibility

to protect all Indian citizens under its jurisdiction in an impartial manner." hi.

BIA Agency Superintendents for the Western Navajo Agency and the

Hopi Agency met to discuss issues relating to development in tl_e Bennett

l":rceze Area on July 29, 1986, and submitted their joint proposal to the Area

Directors in the Navajo and Phoenix Areas. See Memorandum from Wilber

Wilkinson and Alph H. Secakuku, Agency Superintendents, Western Navajo

Agency and Hopi Agency, to Area Directors, Navajo Area and Phoenix Area,

dated July 29, 1986. Tile proposal stated, in part, that:

A very key issue has arisen in the discussions on new

construction procedures. The once established procedures by

Commissioner M orrison Thompson in 1976 whereby a proposal

for new development that did not receive consent of both tribes

could after 30 (later 60) days be forwarded to the

Commissioner's Office for final consideration and

determination. The procedure has not been specifically

cancelled or superceded and it is our position that P.L. 96-305

did not have the effect of replacing other prior administrative

procedures relating to the 1934 SOA. We assume the Assistant

Secretary for Indian Affairs will entertain development requests

such as public work type projects where consent is not granted

by both tribes.

Both tribes need a clarification of what constitutes a new

development requiring both tribe's [sic] consent.

l_,.ecommendation: Any maintenance or betterment would not

require with [sic] tribe's [sic] consent. Anything beyond
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maintenance and/or betterment Would require consent from each

respective tribes [sic].

Id. Tile policy recommendations were not implemented.

Tile Navajo Superintendent submitted a request to the Nawljo Area

Director to implement clarifying policies on issues such as "new construction

procedures if Hopi Tribal consent is not attainable" as well as "the definition

of horn e improvements as it applies to existing homesite leases and residences"

on October 20, 1986. Memorandum from Agency Superintendent, Western

Navajo Agency, to Area Director, Navajo Area, dated Oct. 20, 1986. As late

as August 24, 1988, the Navajo Superintendent I_ad not received a response to

this request.

On Angust 15, 1988, Navajo Tribal Chairman Peter MacDonald

announced in a letter to the Navajo-Hopi Indian Relocation Commission that

he would begin a building and relocation campaign called "Project Hope" on

behalf of the Navajo residing in the Hopi Partitioned Lands ("IIPL") area and

in the Bennett Freeze Area, notwithstanding the 1980 Amendment restrictions:

I am compelled by this rcalityto tell you that ill do not receive

by August 25, 1988 the clearest possible commitment from the

federal government to conduct the needed repairs and related

construction, I will personally a,ndertake to provide more

suitable housing from [sic] those on the HPL, including

resistors, and lor those most in need on the Bennett Freeze, and

especially to find housing, on the HPL itself if need be, for the

refugee families who left the HPL bt, t have no place else to go.

I will spare no effort in this regard.

Sidney v. MacDonald, No. CIV 58-579, at 2 (1988). The United States

Department of Justice sought a preliminary injunction against M r. MacDonald

and his building ca,npaign on September 14, 1988. ld. On September 26,

1988, the district court issued an injunction, ld.

The 1988 Amendment to the 1974 Settlement Act

Less than two months later, on November 16, 1988, Congress amended

the 1974 Settlcment Act again. Navajo and Hopi Indian Relocation

Amendments Act of t988, Pub. L. No. 100-666, § 6, 102 Star. 3929
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(amending 25 U.S.C. § 6,10d-9(0) ("1988 Amendment"). The anlendment

stated in relevant part:

Each Indian tribe which receives a written request for tile

consent of the Indian tribe to a particular improvement,

construction, or other development on the lands . . . shall

respond in writing to such request by no later than the date that

is 30 clays after the (late on which the Indian tribe receives the

request. If 1he Indian tribe refuses to consent.., the response

shall include the reasons why consent is being refused.

[A]fter tile Navajo Tribe or Hopi Tribe has refllsed to

consent to such improvement, construction, or development..

• the Secretary shall, by no later than the date that is 45 days

after the date on which such request is submitted to the

Secretary, determine whether [it] is necessary for the health or

safety of... either Tribe. _

ld. The 1988 Amendment thus m'eated an appeals mechanism within DOI for

tribes to challenge project application denials.

On July 8, 199 l, Attorney General of the Navajo Nation, Ms. Donna M.

Christensen, wrote a letter to the DOI Asst. Area Director for]ndian Programs,

stating, "[p]lease be advised that the Hopi Tribe has been posting residents of

the Bennett Freeze area for making any repairs of existing structures." Letter

from Donna M. Christensen, Attorney General, NavajoNation Department o f

Justice, _.oDOI Assistant Area Director, dated July 8, 1991. In March 1992,

the HopiTribe wrote in aletter to Mr. RomanBitsuie, Executive Director of

the Navajo-Hopi Land Commission, t!lat"the Hopi Tribe's position is, and

ahvays has been, that tim construction restrictions imposed by 25 U.S.C. §

640d-9 apply to repairs and renovations of existing structures" and that "the

Hopi Tribe will bring appropriate legal action if such activities occur." Letter

fiom Patrick Dallas, Vice-Chairman, HopiTribe, to Roman Bitsuie, Executive

Director, Navajo-Hopi Land Commission, dated March 16, 1992.

On July 27, 1993, Attorney General of the Navajo Nation, Mr. Herb

Yazzie, testified to the Subcommittee on Interior Appropriations of the United

States Senate regarding the Navajo-ltopi land dispute. See Supplemental
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Statement of Herb Yazzie, Attorney General of the Navajo Nation, to the

Stibcommittee on Interior Appropriations, United States Senate, dated July 17,

1993. Regarding the 1988 Amendment, he stated, "[a]fter 1988, denials were

generally pl_rased in terms of the Hopi Tribe's policy against approving any

request not meeting the strict criteria of the 'health and safety' amendment."

Id. Mr. Yazzie continued by giving a list of individual Navajo projects which

the Hopi denied "applying its own unilaterally-decreed standard of 'direct

medical necessity.'" Id.

_ On June 6, 1997, Department of Health & Human Services ("Indian

I-lealth Services") sought assistance from the Executive Director of the Navajo

and Hopi Land Commission, M r. Colbert Dayzie, in obtaining an easement for

water lines to complete a water supply and waste-water project for which it

had acquired funding in 1994. Letter from C. Lewis Fox, Jr., Chief, Sanitation

Facilities, Navajo Area Indian Health Services, to Colbert Dayzie, Executive

Director, Navajo and Hopi Land Commission, dated June 6, 1977. The lndim_

Health Services letter stated:

In late 1992, when the Freeze area was partitioned, we were able

to begin funding Projects which we had suppressed in our

priority system because of the land dispute. Now, as we

understand it, the Hopi Tribe still has legitimate concerns in

areas partitioned for exclusive Navajo use. If we are unable to

get a Grant of Easement in a timely manner, we will deobligate

funding from the projects (approximately $1.6 million and

service to 250 existing homes) and move the funding to projects
outside the Former Freeze Area.

Id. The easement was not timely granted to Indian Health Services and

timding for the project was deobligated.

On Marcia 31, 1997, the district court entered an order confirming a

partial settlement agreement between the Hopi and the Navajo regarding the

Bennett Freeze Area lands. Secaku_t v. Hale, No. CIV 74-842 PCT EHC

ORDER (1997). This settlement agreement, however, left 700,000 acres of

land still suhject to the 1980 Amendment restrictions. Joint Status Report '_14,

at 3 (Oct. 1, 1997). It was not until December 4, 2006 that the order and final

judgment _q_proving a stipulation between the Navajo and the Hopi was

entered by the district court, lifting the freeze in its entirety, and resolving the
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land dispute between the tribes, ltonyoama v. Shirley, No. CIV 74-842 PHX

EHC (2006).

PROCEDURAL HISTORY

Plaintiff filed its claim here on Augnst 25, 1988, shortly before tile
e,aactment of the 1988 Amendment. Defendant filed a motion to dismiss on

April 7, 1989. That motion was denied on March 28, 1990, although we

pennitted plaintiff to file all amended complaint, which plaintiffsubsequently

did on June 29, 1990.

The amended complaint sought relief for three distinct claims: (1)

constitutional taking without just compensation, (2) breach of trust, and (3)

denial of equal protection. Plaintiff attributed these claims primarily to

defendant's prohibition on Navajo development of"their land except with tile

consent of... the Hopi Tribe." Pl.'s Amend. Cmpl. at 1. Plaintiff argued that

the claim commenced sometilne after the beginning of the Hopi moratorium

in August 1982, stating that "[t]he restrictions imposed by defendant, and its
unlawful delegation of federal police power, are a continuing taking of

plaintiff's property without just compensation" as well as a breach of trust and

a denial of the tribe's equalprotectimt rights under the Fifth Amenthnent o fthe

U.S. Constitution. Id.

From 1990-1993, tile parties conducted discovery and submitted status

reports apprising the court of the ongoing district court litigation concerning

ownership of lands covered by the 1980 Amendment. In March, 1996,

defendant filed a motion for summary judgment. Judge Roger B. Andewelt

granted siJmmary judgment for defendant as to the equal protection claim, but

denied it with respect to the two remaining claims. The case was stayed in

1997 pending resolution of the district court litigation.

In 2001, the case was reassigned to tile undersigned judge. In 2006,

the district court litigation concluded..In February 2008, we lifted the stay and

defendant filed its pending motion to dismiss, or alternatively, for summary

judgment. Briefing on the motion concluded on December 1,2008, and oral

argument was heard in Albuquerque, New Mexico on January 8, 2009. For the

reasons discussed below, defendant's motion is granted in part.
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DISCUSSION

Defendant contends that the six-year statute of limitations set forth in

28 U.S.C. § 2501 bats both of plaintiff's claims. In the alternative, defendant

argues that the breach of trust claim fails to state a claim because it is not

grounded on a specific, money-mandating fiduciary obligation and that

plaintiff's taking claim has a number of fatal conceptual prohlems.

Plaintiff's breach of trust and taking chtims both have their origin in the

1980 Amendment, which codified the l]ennett Freeze. The breach of trust

argument is premised on DOI's alleged misinterpretation of that legislation.

Plaintiff contends that it is the government's post-1982 failure to keep the

Hopi from interfering with the Navajo's rights which constitutes the breach of

trust. The taking claim, as we understand it, alleges that the 1980 legislation

made possible the subsequent taking of Navajo tribal property by tl_e Hopi

Tribe. Although the complaintwas filed in 1988, plaintiff contends that the

taking claim did not ripen until at least 1982, with the Hopi moratorium. From

that point, it contends, a Continuing claim has accrued until 2006.

Both claims are subject to a six-year limitations period. See 28 U.S.C.

§ 2501. Defendant contends that plaiutiffhas not alleged that the government

has done anything after August 25, 1982, and that both claims are therefore

untimely.

Plaintiff's explanations for why flmse claims are not untimely further

calls into question their substantive underpinnings. Consequently, resolving

the timeliness issue becomes virtually impossible to separate from the question

of whether plaintiff has stated a cause of action in either breach of trust or

taking. In the case of the breach of trust claim, we have to understand what

plaintiff alleges were the government's duties to the tribe, and how and when

those duties were breached: Similarly, it is difficult to assess the taking claim

without better understanding what plaintiffasserts were its property rights, and

how and when they were taken. In short, we cannot conclusively ,ule on when

the causes of action accrued without better grasping the substance of the
claims.
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1) The Breach of Trust Claim

The Indian Tucker Act provides general consent for Indian tribes to sue

the United States government in this court. See 28 U.S.C. § 1505. It does not,

however, create a substantive right to recover money damages against the

United States. Like any other claimant, all Indian tribe nmst demonstrate a

specific statutory or regulatory source of substantive law that can fairly be

interpreted as mandating compensation by the federal government. United

States v. Mitchell, .163 U.S. 206, 216-217 (1983) ("Mitchell I/"). A general

trust relationship between the federal government and Indian tribes does not

create the "money-mandating" fiduciary duty contemplatedby Mitchell 11 to

allow the recovery of damages, hL at 225. Instead, a tribe must allege that tile

government breached a specific fiduciary duty which has its source in

substantive law. ld. at 218-2,'1.

The federal government's control or supervision of tribal assets is a key

factor in the analysis of whether a rights-creating or duty-imposing statote or

regulation exists. Id. It is not necessary that there be an explicit provision in

the law providing for money damages for breach of the legal duty. White

Mountain Apache Tribe v. United States, 537 U.S. 465,474-75 (2003) ("White

]t.lountait_ Apache"). Where a trust relationship is created through control or

supervision given to the federal government, general trust law may then infer

that Congress intended to remedy a breach oftlie obligation. Id. at 477.

Plaintiff assembles three sources of substantive law which it contends,

when considered together, create fiduciary obligations which can be enforced

through an action for money damages: (I) die four founding documents that

created or defined the Nawljo reservation's boundaries; (2) the Navajo-Hopi

Rehabilitation Act of 1950, codified at 25 U.S.C. § 631; and (3) tile 197,'1

Settlement Act, codified at25 U.S.C. §§ 640d to 640d-31, as amended in 1980.

According toplaintiff, these statutes create the trust obligation which plaintiff

claims was breached beginning in 1982, with DOI's misinterpretation of the
1980 Amendment.

Plaintiff asserts that tile 1980 Amendment did not cover ordinary

repairs and routine maintenaJlce of existing structures but merely regulated

new developments. Plaintiff therefore posits that interpreting the 1980

Amendment as limiting DOI's attthority and responsibility to protect Navajo

interests in the repair of existing structures "directly contravenes the express

language, purpose and intent of the 1980 Amendment." Pl.'s Reply at 2.
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According to plaintiff, "the Department's inaction, and, indeed, acquiescence

in the Hopi Tribe's ultwarranted actions gave rise to the Navajo Nation's

breach of trust claim against the United States." ld. at 3. Moreover, plaintiff

claims that DOI failed to maintain the status quo in the Bennett Freeze Area,

and therefore breached its trust relationship with the Navajo.

We analyze below each of the statutes upon which plaintiff relies to

determine whether the statutes, taken individually or as a whole, impose a

money-mandating trust duty on DOI.

a) Four Navajo Foundational Documents

Plaintiffbegins with the Treaty of Sept. 9, 18,'19, arts. I, IX, 9 Slat. 974;

the TreatyofJune 1, 1868, art. lI, 15 Stat. 667; the Exccutive OrderofMay 17,

1884; and the Act of June 14, 1934, 48 Slat. 960, as sources of law which

create a general trust relationship between the Navajo and the United States.

See Pl.'s Resp. at 27-32. These are the founding documents which defined and

expanded the Navajo reservation. Plaintiff concedes that the general trust

relationship created in these documents is "not, in and of itself, sufficient to

support the conclusion that there was a money-mandating obligation on the

part of the United States in the event it failed to properly discharge its duties

.... " Pl.'s Resp. at 27. This is consistent with the Federal Circuit decision in

Navajo Nation v. United States, which, when analyzing these same treaties and

executive orders, concluded that:

[t]he substantive sources of law cited by the Nation contain

explicit trust language. Because such language is necessary but
not sufficient for an Indian Tucker Act breach of trust claim, we

proceed to evaluate whether the network of statutes and

regulations asserted by the Nation established specific fiduciary

or other duties that can fairly be interpreted at mandating

compensation for damages sustained.

501 F.3d 1327, 13,11 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (quoting United States v. Navajo Nation,

537 U.S.,188,506 (2003)).

It is necessary, therefore, to proceed to the two other sources of

substantive law cited by plaintiff to determine whether one or both of these

statutes, in conjunction with the founding documents, establishes a specific

money-mandating fiduciary obligation on the part of the United States.
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b) The Navajo-Hopi Rehabilitation Act o./'1950

Plaintiff cites the Navajo-Hopi Rehabilitation Act of 1950, 25 U.S.C.

§ 631 ("Rehabilitation Act"), as a part of the "network of statutes that

ent, merate and impose upon the Department specific fiduciary duties for the

benefit of the Navajo Nation and its members." Pl.'s R.esp. at 31. The

Rehabilitation Act authorized and appropriated $500,000 for the Secretary of

the Interior to develop "a program of basic improvements for the conservation

and development of the resources of the Navajo and Hopi Indians, the more

productive employment of their manpower, and the supplying of means to be

used in their rehabilitation .... " 25 U.S.C. § 631. Plaintiff argues that the

DOI's implementation of the Rehabilitation Act in the "1980 Amendment area

has been flatly inconsistent with Congress's articulated goals and the fiduciary

standards it established and imposed upon the Secretary to implement." Pl.'s

Resp. at 33.

Defendant cites the Federal Circuit's decision in Navajo Nation v.

United States, 501 F.3d at 1341, for the proposition thatthe Rehabilitation Act

is insufficient by itself as a money-mandating source of law. In Navajo

Nation, the Federal Circuit considered whether the Navajo "had a cognizable

money-mandating claim ... against the united States for a hreach of trust in

a lease of the Nation's lands for coal mining." NavajoNation v. United States,

501 F.3d at 1329. Plaintiff Navajo Nation relied, inter alia, on the

Rehabilitation Act as the basis for its claim for relief. Navajo Nation v. United

Scates, 501 F.3d at 1341.

While the Federal Circuit in Navajo Nation held that the government

had a duty pursuant to the Rehabilitation Act to "keep the Nation informed

regardiug the development of its coal resources," the court did not fi,td that

this duty alone could be enforced through an action for money damages, ld.

Instead, it was in the Surface Mining Control andReclamation Act of 1977

("SM CRA") 6 that the Federal Circuit fot, nd the key duty of the Secretary of the

Interior, which was to "include and enforce terms and conditio,as requested by

the Nation" as well as to "provide the Nation with representation in a matter

related to coal mining operations." ld. at 1347. The Federal Circuit

6 Pub. L. No. 95-87, 91 Stat. 445 (codified as amended in scattered

sections of 30 U.S.C.S.).
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acknowledged that the Rehabilitation Act "may contribute to the Nation's

asserted network" but implicitly held that it did not on its own constitute the

money-mandating statute necessary for plaintiff's recovery, ld. The Federal

Circuit cited common law trust duties, the Rehabilitation Act,and the SMCRA

as the network supporting a "cognizable money-mandating claim," while

relying most heavily on SMCRA. ld. at 1349.

Plaintiff's claims in tile current case are distinguis!led from Navajo

because here, there is no statute assigning specific management duties to tile

government comparable to SMCRA. The founding documents and the 1980

Amendment to the 1974 Settlement Act, as we hold in our analysis below, do

not confer upon tile federal government the comprehensive control necessary

to create a money-mandating fiduciary duty. The Rehabilitation Act therefore

fails to impose a rights-creating duty on the Secretary upon which plaintiff's
claim can be founded.

c) The 1974 Settlement Act, as Amended ha 1980

Congress enacted the 1974 Settlement Act for the purpose of providing

a method of settling the Hopi and Navajo Tribes' colnpeting land claims in tile

JUA. Notably, the Act authorized the district court to partition the JUA, which

it did in 1979, by requiring tribes to move from lands partitioned to the other,

and bysetting up a commission to pay for relocations. See 25 U,S.C. § 640d-

3; see also Clinton, 180F.3d at 1084. The 1974 Settlement Act also permitted

tile two tribes to sue one another in district court to resolve their dispute over

title to tile 1934 Reservation Area. See 25 U.S.C. § 640d-7(a).

Plaintiffpoints specifically to 25 U.S.C. § 640d-9(c), adopted as part

of" the 1974 Settlement Act. This provision addressed the relocation of

individuals between Hopi and Nawtjo portions of the reservation. It vested in

the Secretary of the Interior the autlmrity to "take such action as may be

necessary ill order to assure the protection, until relocation, of the rights and

property of individuals suhject to relocation pursuant to this Act... or any

judgment of partition pursuant thereto .... " 25 U.S.C. § 640d-9(c). Whatever

obligations this provision creates, however, related to individuals subject to

relocation, not to theNavajo Tribe as a whole. Moreover, the Federal Circuit

affirmed that the relocation provisions of the 1974 Settlement Act did not

"evince Congressional intent to create a trust." Begay v. United States, 865

F.2d 230, 231 (Fed. Cir. 1988).
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d) The 1980,4mendment tO the 1974 Settlement Act

The 1980 Amendment to the 1974 Settlement Act, as previously

stated, was intended to "preserve the parties' rights subject to a final

adjudication." Masayesva, 816 F. Supp. at 1397. In relevant part, it provides:

[a]ny development of lands in litigatiou pursuant to section 8 of

this Act... shall be carried out only upon the written consent of

each tribe except tbr the limited areas around the village of

Moenkopi and around Tuba City. Each such area has been

heretofore designated by the Secretary. 'Development' as used

herein shall mean any new construction or improvement to the

property and further includes public work projects, power and

water lines, public agency improvements, and associated rights-

of-way.

25 U.S.C. § 640d-9(f)(1). The question we must determine herein is whether

the 1980 Amendment created a trust duty in DOI to prevent the Hopi from

asserting its rights in the Bennett Freeze Area.

Defendant argues that the plain language of the 1980 Amendment

grants authority over development decisions solely to the two tribes,

encouraging Indian tribal autonomy and releasing governmental control over

the Bennett Freeze Area in this respect. It contends that "[w]hen Congress

codified the consent requirement in 1980, it did not authorize the Department

of the Interior to review proposed development projects" and therefore did not

establish any additional fiduciary duties on the part of the federal government.

Def.'s Reply at 18. Plaintiff, however, argues that "the United States exercised

total control over [the land subject to the 1980 Amendment], either directly or

acting through its de facto agent, the Hopi Tribe." Pl.'s Resp. at 26. Plaintiff

therefore posits that "the 1974 Settlement Act, as amended in 1980, embodies

the exact same type of control over the 1980 Amendment area that was

evidenced in Mitchell 11and |¥hite Mountain Apache." Pl.'s Resp. at 28.

InMitchellH, ,163 U.S. at 206, the Supreme Court analyzed whether the

United States was financially accountable to the Quinanlt Indian Tribe for

breach of trust regarding mismanagement of the tribe's forest resources. The

Court determined that the statutes and regulations at issue in the case "clearly

establish[ed] fiduciary obligations of the Government in tile management and
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operation of Indian lauds and resources" even though express trust language

did not exist, hi. at 225. Specifically, the Court noted that a section of the

statute itwas reviewing ,nandated the Secretary of the Interior's involvetnent

in the payment of timber proceeds to the Indian owners, consideration of the

best interest of tile Indians, and "'manag[ement of] the Indian forests so as to

obtain the greatest revenue for the Indians consistent with a proper protection

and improvement of the forests.'" Id. at 224. This "elaborate control over

forests and property belonging to Indians," deemed the Court, implied the

existence of a fiduciary responsibility to the Indians beyond the minimum level

of general trust duties, and therefore established a basis for the Quinault

Indians to recover money damages for a breach of said responsibility, ld. at

225. In sum, the Court concluded that a money-mandating fiduciary duty may

be implied if, and only if, a fair interpretation of the statute creates a right to

ground a claim against the federal government for compensation, ld. at 217

(quoti,lg U.S.v. Testan, 424 U.S. 392,400 (1976)).

In White Mountain Apache, 537 U.S. at 465, the Court analyzed a

statute granting the Secretary of tile Interior rights to occupy buildings on
White Mountain Apache tribal lauds using the "fair inference" test set forth in

MitchellH. The Court reviewed the relevant statute to determine if it imposed

a money-maudating fiduciary duty upon the federal governmen't to maintain

and preserve the buildings it used on the former Fort Apache Military

Reservation. ld. "file Court conchlded in the affirmative, noting that the

statutory language vested the United States with both general trust

responsibilities and "the discretionary authority to make direct use of portions

of the trust corpus." ld. at 475. The statute snbjected the trust property to the

authority and actual use of the Secretary of the Interior which, the Court

posited, allowed the United States to obtain "daily occupation, and.., control

at least as plenary ,as its authority over the timber in Mitchell H." ld.

"Ehe present facts are clearly distinguishable from White Mountain

Apache andMitchel111. The 1980 Aluerldment to the 1974 Settlement Act did

not conrer on the federal government the type of control, authority, or resource

management responsibilities that the Court identified in those cases. The

Secretary of the Interior is mentioned only once in the 1980 Amendment, when

referring tO lands "heretofore designated by the Secretary." 25 U.S.C. § 640d-

9(0(I). Indeed, it could fairly be observed that the statute had the opposite

import. Each tribe was left with appareutly unfettered control of development

by tltc other. This is fully consistent with the incontestable fact that in 197,1,

and again in 1980, ownership of the reservation lands was left unresolved.
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The 1980 Amendment's total silence with respect to DOl's role in

development decisions cannot fairly be construed as an assignment of

affirmative powers, much less duties, to stop the exercise of a veto by one

tribe.

When interpreting a statute, we must look first to the language of the

statute, and attempt to "construe what Congress has enacted." Duncan v.

lYalker, 533 U.S. 167, 172 (2001). In the absence of "an 'extraordinary

showing of contrary intentions,'" Sharp v. United States, 80 Fed. C1. 422,434

(2008) (citing Glaxo Operations UK Ltd. v. Quigg, 894 F.2d 392, 396 (Fed.

Cir. 1990)), we will presume that the plain language of the 1980 Amendment

expresses Congress' intent to remove control from the DOI and place it in the

hands of the tribes with regard to development decisions. See Bully. U.S., 479

F.3d 1365, 1377 (Fed. Cir. 2007). The "unambiguously expressed intent of

Congress" generally ends a discussion on legislative intent. Chevron, U.S.A.,

Inc. v. NRDC, h,c., 467 U.S. 837, 843 (1984).

Reviewing the legislative history of the 1980 Amendment does not

reveal the necessary contrary intent of Congress. lndeed, in 1979, the Senate

added a section to an earlier draft of the bill which would have given DOI

review authority over proposed development projects denied by a tribe in the

Bennett Freeze Area. S. Rep. No. 96-373, at 7-9 (1979):

[d]uring the pendency of litigation in the [district court].., any

new use or development of the lands contained within [the

Bennett Freeze area] , . . shall be carried-out only upon the

written consent of the two tribes orupon the written approval of

the Secretary: Provided, That if the Secretary approves such use

or development over the objection of one of the tribes, that tribe

may petition the district court having jurisdiction over the

litigation for an order or orders prohibiting such use or

development, including an order staying any such use until such

matter is finally resolved by the court. In reaching a final

decision regarding such petition the court shall consider the

matter de novo to determine whether the proposed use or

development would adversely affect the ultimate legal right of

either tribe to partition based on use of land.

Navajo and Hopi Indians Relocations Amendments Act of 1979, S. 751,96 th

Cong. § 3(c) (Oct. 24, 1979). Five days later, however, the House of
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Representatives struck that language from the proposed legislation, and

inserted ill its place the following:

[a]ny development of lands in litigation pursuant to section 8 of

this Act...shall be carried out only upon the written consent of

each tribe except for the limited areas around tile village of

Moenkopi and around Tuba City. Each sucli area has been

heretofore designated by the Secretary. 'Development' as used

herein shall mean any new construction or improvement to the

property and shall include placement of mobile homes and

:buildings on the property and further includes public work

projects, power and water lines, public agency improvements,

and associated rights-of-way.

Navajo-Hopi Relocation Act, H.R. 5262, 96th Cong. § 3(d) (Oct. 29, 1979).

The final version of thc t980 Amendment adopted language strikingly

sitnilar to H.R. 5262, which omitted DOI review powers. See Pub. L. No. 96-

305, 94 Star. 929 (codified at 25 U.S.C. § 640d-9(f) (1980)):

Any development of lands in litigation pursuant to section 8 of

this Act...shallbecarried out only upon the written consent of

each tribe except for the limited areas around the village of

Moenkopi and around Tuba City. Each such area has been

heretofore designated by the Secretary. 'Development' as used

herein shall mean any new construction or improvement to tile

property and furtlier includes public work projects, power and

water lines, public agency improvements, and associated rights-

of-way.

ld. DOI review aud_ority was not adopted until tile passagc of the 1988

Amendment. See Pub. L. No. 100-666, § 6, 102 Stat. 3929 (amending 25

U.S.C. § 640d-9(0).

It is clear that the 1980 Amendment (lid not grant authority to DOI to

intervene in Navajo-I-Iopi development decisions in the Bennett Freeze Area.

The statute did not strengthen DOI's hand in reviewing Navajo development

proposals denied by the Hopi, and it was silent as to DOI's role in the

administration of development-related issues on the Bennett Freeze Area. The
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1980 Amendment expressly vests that authority in the Hopi and tile Navajo

Tribes.

e) Cotlchtsion

In sum, none of the statutory components cited by plaintiffindividually

impose a money-mandating fiduciary duty upon which its claim for relief may

be grourtded. Nor do they collectively comprise a network of statutes which

assign sufficient trust management responsibilities to the government to

support a claim for money damages. The very ambiguity of the condominium

created by Congress in 1934 is illustrated by the continued vacillation by all

parties, over decades, about Whether it was possible or proper to limit the Hopi

Tribe's role in Navajo development. Such ambiguity is completely

inconsistent with fairly interpreting the statutes as a rights-creating source of

substantive law. The 1974 and 1980 statutes were Congress' effort to end this

ambiguity. The litigation and the stay were remedies adopted by Congress to

end the stalemate. They are not grounds for an action in breach of trust suit

against 1)O1 for faihtre to referee what was a mare's nest of competing claims.

What this means is that, even if DOI misinterpreted the 1980 statutory

language in some way, it was not assigned duties by that statute, or any

preceding statutes, separately or in concert, so that a breach of those duties

could be enforceable here with an action for money damages. We note, in any

event, as defendant points out, fllat the best evidence that DOI was not

misinterpreting the statute was the district court's willingness in Sidney v.

MacDonald, No. CIV 58-57_, to enjoin the Navajo from unilaterally

proceeding with its projects.

It is thus unnecessary to examine the statute of limitations defense,

which raises disputed issues of fact. Defendant's motion for summary

judgment is granted on the issue of plaintiff's breach of trust claim. We now

turn to an analysis of plaintiff's takings claim.

2) Regulatory Taking Claim

The takings clause of the Fifth Amendment of the United States

Constitution, "nor shall private property be taken for public use, without just

compensation," can be enforced in this court with a claim for compensatio m

See U.S. Const. amend. V, cl. 4. In this case, the Navajo Tribe asserts that its

land has been, effectively, taken for public use because of the regulatory
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impact of the 1980 Amcndment. See Penn Central Transportation Co. v. City

of New York, 483 U.S. 104 (1978). A successful claim of this sort would

require plaintiff first to establish that it has a property interest, and then that

the interest has been taken. Cienega Gardens v. United States, 331 F.3d 1319,

1328 (Fed. Cir. 2003).

Plaintiff argnes that "Congress recognized and vested, for the benefit

of plaintiff and its members, a compensable property interest in the 193,1

Reservation lands, except for pockets of land on which the Hope Tribe can

prove its members were actually located in 1934." Pl.'s Amend. Cmpl. ¶ 6.

Plaintiff recognizes, however, that in i974, "Congress authorized the Hopi

Tribe to sue for a determination of its interest, if any, in the reservation

established by the t 934 Act." hl. '_l7. While plaintiffargnes that the w_st bulk

of the 1934 grant was never meaningfully suhject to a claim of l-{opi

occupation, the effect of the 1974 Act, particularlywhen enforced by the 1980

Amendment, was to create a cloud on the Navajo's ownership rights in the

entire area subject to the freeze, until the statutorily-authorized quiet title

proceeding was resolved. With hindsight, we now know that title was not

resolved until the litigation over ownership was settled in 2006.

In its complaint, plaintiff identifies tim 1980 Act as the source of tim

restriction on the tribe's ability to use its own land. It recognizes that the

"freeze statute has been in effect for ahnost ten years," and that it was

preceded by "similar restrictions on development imposed by administrative

order in 19667' ld. ']I 11. Plaintiffgoes on to argue, however, that the "fl'eeze

statute, as applied, has prohibited development and construction of new

homes, sheds, corrals, roads, water lines, sewers .... businesses, and other

critical facilities needed by plaintiff and its members." ld. ']l 15 (emphasis

supplied). Plaintiff also contends that the "application of the freeze statute"

restricted repairs and renovations to such facilities, ld. (emphasis supplied).

We interpret plaintiff's claims as set forth in its amended complaint to

contend that the last affirmative action by the United States that could have

constituted a taking was Cougress' enactment of the 1980 Amendment.

Plaintiff argues, however, that DOI misinterpreted the 1980 Anaendment to

permit the Hopi a more extensive veto than Congress contelnplated. Plaintiff

also contends that "between 1982 [the Hopimoratorium] and the filing of this

lawsuit, virtually no development was approved by the llopi Tribe .... " ld.

_113. Plaintiff therefore claims that DOt's policy of inactiort in the protection
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of Navajo interests after tl_e 1982 Hopi moratorium constituted a temporary

regulatory takitig:

From the plain language of tile 1980 Amendment, it is

clear that it was not a bar to development within tile geographic

area it governed, but instead permitted development so long as

the Hopi Tribe consented. Had the Hopi Tribe acted reasonably

and consented to projects after 1980, aud recognized the rights

and needs of the Navajo Nation and its members, no taking

would have occurred. However, any hope that the Hopi Tribe

would reasonably exercise its consent evaporated on August 31,

1982, when the Hopi Tribe imposed its bhmket development

moratorium ....

I] ere, where Congress specifically delegated tile approval

process to the Hopi Tribe, the deprivation of the Navajo

Nation's property interests was directly and substantially

impacted by Congress itself. The United States is liable because

the I-Iopi Tribe misused the very power granted to it by

Congress, which resulted in the taking of the Navajo Nation's

property rights.

Pl.'s Resp. at 46, 57. In the alternative, plaintiffargues that its takings claim

accrued in December 2006 with the district court's lifting of the Bennett

Freeze in its entirety.

This explanation of plaintiff's claim suggests at least four possible

flaws. First, plaintiff can only sue with respect to its own property interests,

i.e., the land it owns as a tribe. Theseopeoftheelaim, at a minimum, must be

limited in that respect. The tribe cannot recover compensation with respect to

the impact on individual member's property. Plaintiff concedes this fact.

The second problem is that the Hopi Tribe was the relevant actor.in the

alleged taking, not the United States. The govermnent's last affirmative act

was Congress' enactment of the 1980 Amendment, which confirmed the

Hopi's rights to opposeNawijo development projects. Beyond 1980, it is the

United States'failure to act lhat plaintiffalleges caused a taking. Takings, of

course, are founded on what the government did, not what it did not do. For
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the claim to have any viability, therefore, the Hopi would have to be treated as

agents of the United States, a proposition which defendant has challenged.

This brings up tile third problem with plaintiff's taking claim-

timeliness. If the Hopi are not the agents of tile United States, and if the last

relevant action of the United States occurred ill 1980, then the action would

appear to be filed too late, unless there is some reason to delay the accrual of

the cause of action until at least 1982. Plaintiff, of course, asserts that the

claim did not accrue until the Hopi moratorium in 1982. Defendimt contends,

however, that this alleged "damage" to plaintiff began to occur well before the
moratorium.

The fourth and most fundamental question is whether plaintiff is able

to establish the necessary property ownership essential to a taking claim. The

essence of the status quo- arguably from the inception of the 1934 Act, but

certainly after 197,1- is that neither tribe was able to assert with any finality

what it owned. The very reason for the implementation of the Bennett Freeze

and the 1980 Amendment was the intolerable ambiguity as to how much land

would have to be set aside for the Hopi. Before that problem was solved, the

Navajo could only assert its rights through litigation. Litigation was not

complete as of 1980, however, nor was it cmnp!ete in 1982. Indeed, title to the

Bennett Freeze Area was not conclusively established between the tribes until
2006.

The briefing hcretofore,although extensive, has only addressed the first

three of these apparent difficulties with the taking claim. It has not addressed

the last question raised, namely, how plaintiff can assert a taking claim if the

very essence of the legislation which forms the basis of the claim precludes

any definitive assertion of the Navajo Tribe's title to the land. Although

defendant points out in its briefing that plaintiffhas not plead with particularity

what property interest it claims has been taken, the larger question raised by

the court has not been briefed. We therefore consider it appropriate to offer

plaintiff an opportunity to address the fourth potential flaw in its taking clairn

prior to ruling on defendant's motion.

Accordingly, we defer ruling on defendant's dispositivc motion insofar

as it seeks dismissal of the taking claim. Plaintiff is directed to file a

supplemental brief, limited to ten pages of text, in which it responds to the

court's concerns. Plaintiff may also address any other outstanding issues at the

same time. Defendant may file a sur-reply of comparable length.
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CONCLUSION

For tile reasons stated above, we grant defendant's motion for summary

judgment with respect only to plaintiff's breach of trust claim. We defer ruling

on defendant's motion with respect to the takings claim. Plaintiff's sur-

response brief on the takings claim shall be filed on orbefore March 27, 2009.

Defendant's sur-reply shall be filed on or before April 10, 2009.

s/Erie G. Bruggink
ERIC G. BRUGGINK.

Judge
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--. IH.R. _;'.I
IPuL41¢oND, 352J

Nu_l_o lodL,m Res.

• ,_;oz L._.n CL_r;oQ

Vol. 15. p. dO/.
P,.,U, p. _. t0S_.

Es_th'o ores,

73d CONGRESS. SESS. II. CIt. 521. JUNE 14, 1934.

[CHAPTER 521.]
AN ACT

To de._ue th_ exterior bouudexteu of tile Navajo.]ndiaa Reservation in Arlzona_
sad for other purpOsc_.

Be it ew_eted by the Senate and Uous_ o/Representaglves of the
United _talea of Am_a'ica in Oong_'ca8 ansembled_ Thet the exterior
boundaries of the Navajo :Indian Reservation, in krizona, be, and
they are hereby, defined as follows: Beginning at a point common
to tile Slates of Arizona, New Mexico, Colorac[o, end "Otah, thence
west along tlie bounder 7 line between the Slates of Arizona and
Utah to a point where said boundary line intersects the Colorado
Ri_,er; t?nenca down the south bank o:f that stream to its confluence.
with the Little Colorado River; thevce following the north baztk
of the Little Colorado River to a point opposite the citer boundary
of the Grand C_nyon National Park; thence south along said east
boundary to tho southeast corner o[ section 5, township BO north,
range 6 east, Gila. and SMt River base and meridian, Arizona; thence
eus_ to the southeast comer of section 4; thence south to the south-
west corner of section 10; thence east to the southeast Corner of sec-
tion 10; thonse south to the southwest corner of section 14; thence
east to the northwest corner of tl_e northeamt quarler Rcctinn '23;
thence Soulh two miles to the southeast corner of tJm southwest

quarter section 26; thence west one half mile to the southeast corner
of section 27 township 30 north rcmge tl east, Gila and Salt l{iver
base and mar dian,/Lrizona; thence south seven mi es to tk_e south-
west corner of section _5, township _9 north, rang_ {_ east; thence
east on*_ mile; thence b_uth one and one half miles to the soutl_west
corner of the northwest quarter section 1% township _8 north, range

cast; thenc_ east through the center of section 12 to the _tnge
line between ranges 6 _nd 7 east; thence south along said range lino
five and one half miles to tlie southeast corner of section 1, town-

ship _7 north_ range 6 ee_;,-, thence w_t- three mile_ to the south-
west comer of section 3, township 27 north_ range 6 east; thence
south live miles to the southeast corner el sectmn 33, township
_7 north, range 6 east; thence east along lowr_ship line between town-
Ships 2_ mid _, six and mm half rnile_, to the northeast c,n'ner of
the northwest quarter section % township _6 north, rang6 7 east;
thence south two miles to the southeast corner of the southwest
quarter section 10, township 26 north, range 7 east; thence east four
and one half miles to the southeast corner of section 8, township
_6 north, range 8 east; thence north four miles to the northwest
corner of sectton 28, towns]tip 27 north, range 8 cast, Gila and Salt
River base anti meridian; then_ east one mile to tile southeast cor-
ner of seeJ.ion _]; thence north four miles to the northeast corner

of section 4_ township 27 north, range 8 east_ thence east a!ong town-
ship line between townships _7 and `28 nm_h to its intersection with
the Little Colorado River; thence t_p rite middle of that stream to

the int_r_ectiou of the pr_._nt West boundary of the ]_..pp Exten-
sion Reservation created by Executive otx]er of November l_t. 1901 ;
Ibenco south along the present western bonudary oi said exte;:slon
lo where it intersects the fifth standard parallel north; thence east
along said standard parallel to the sotlthwest earner of tx_waship '21
north, range '26 east, Gila and Salt River base and meridian; thence
norfl_ six miles to file northwest earner of township 21 north, range
'26east;thence easttwelve miles to the northeast earner of t_wnsh_p
21 no_h, range _7 east; thence south two toiles; thence east _weh.o
miles; thea_e_ south four miles; th_nc_ cast Mane th_ township line
between townships _0 and 21 north to the boundm'y line. between the.
Statesof New Mexico and Arizona ; thencenorth along said boundary

IlcinOnlin¢ .- 48 S,_l 960 1928-19}4
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line to the point of beginning. All vaeant_ unreserved, and anal)-
pi_prlated publio lands, JncFading all temporary withdrawals of
pl_blic lands in Arizon_ heretofore made for Indian purpos_ by
Executive order or otherwise within the boundaries dei_med by tins
Act, are hereby permanently withdrawn from all forms of entry or
dis]3oatd for the, benefit of the, Navajo and such other Indians as may
already be Iocatgd thereon; h_wever, unthing herein conladned skall ra.q_ J,m,,, a_
affect the existing status of the, Moqui (Hopi) Indian Reservation _Da_..,._ao_a'd.

created by Executive order of De,camber 16, 1882. Tile,re, are hereby t..,_ r_it_ f.,
excluded h'om the reservation as above defined all lands heretofore wl.atp._.

desi_.ntated b_,, the Secretary of the Inlerior pursuant to section 28

of tile, Arizona Enabling Act of June '20, 1010 (36 Stall. 575),
as being valuable for water-power purpeses and all lands withdrawn
or class3fied as power-site, lands, saving to the. Xndinns_ nevertheless I
the exclusive raght, to occupy and us_ such designated and classl.
fled lands until they shall be req_fired for power purposes or other
uses under the, authority of tile, United Slates" Provided That _'_°- . -.

.... " . . r _._lD[OlfOYglll_,3

nothing m this Act contained slmll be construed as e,uthormmg the, _ _,_ **_.uth_
payment of proceeds or royallJes to the Navaho Indians from water " "
po_ver developed within the, areas added to the Hava_O Reservation1
pm_aant to section I of this Act; and the Federal Water Power Act
of Juno tO, ;.9_0 (4t Stst.L. 10O:_), and amen&nents thereto, shall vo_.n.s_.
ope,,ale for the benefit of iha State of Aa-izona as if such lands were
vacant, unre_e.rved, and onnppropriated nublic lands ALl valid -r_,,_._,_._,_._
rights nnd claims initiated under the, public, land laws prior In
approval hereof involvin/j any lunds wtthia the areas so defined,
."dJall not, _ affected by th_s Act.

• • ". ." ", " • " l ,e_,o wa_ w)lhh_,
Szc. 9. J.hoSworuta,y of t a I_ te or t_ hereby authorized m hm m_ ,,_n ._ _.Io• , . . . q •

d_sc.ethan,u _der rulesand _,_g,q_latJonsto be prescr_b_.lby hml to _ _ _._. a._a
accept relinquishments aridrecon 'ey c s to the United States of _t..
such privatelyowned lands,as in his ophdou are desirablofor and
should be rose,reed for the u_ and benefit of the Navajo Tribe, Of
Indians. including patented and nonpatented Indian allotments and
selebtiofig_ within the counties of Apache, Nzvajo, and Coconino,
Arizona i mid any Indi,an so z_li_quishinghis or her right shaJl be
entitled to make" lieu se cottons within the areas consolidated for

Indian purt,txses by this Act. Upon e.nve_,ance to the United States
of It guud and su111ci_nt,tit3_to any such privatelyowned lazed,except _._u_a.uot_,...-
Indian allolmentsand selections,the owners thereof or theirassigns,_p_.
am hereby salhorlzed, under regulationsol the _ee_¢tary of the,

Interior_to selectfrom the unappro[_riated,um_served_ and non-
mineral public lands of the,United _tstes srithinsaid counties ixt
the State of Arizona lands approximately equal in value, to the lands
thus corivcyed, and where surrendered lands contain springs or Living

watm_, sel_tion of other lands taken in lies thereof may he.of like
chores,tar or quality_ sudi values tn be determined by th'e 8cctX;tary

of the Interiu_ 3 who Ls hereb3_ authorized to issue, pate,nts for the, lieu
hinds so selected. In all se,eetiolm of lieu lands under section 2 on' N¢ttc*olv0_-_:ata

bn b .Jmbl_lg_n,

this Act notice to any intercs-tad party shall be. by publication. Any n_,.a_a t_,.
¢o be h_d In _t for

privately owned lands relinquished to the llnitext States under see- u...t_.
tion _ o_ this ..ken. shall be held in trust _or the, Navaho 'Pribs of p.lx_/ltmlted
Italians; and relinquishments in Navaio County Al-izona, excluding
Indian allotments and selections, shall not, extend south of the, town.

drip Ih_e between to_vaships 20 and 21 north, Gila and Salt }giver
b_so and meridian. ]'lm Stats of Ariz.na may relinqui_l mleh tracts z_a_l_'mlata
of school land within the botmdary of the Navajo Reservation_ as _ru_.V_L _, p. &_.

de,fined by sectiou 1 of this Act, as it mgy sea fi_ in favor of said
Iudians and shall haw the right to sdect other unreserved ancl non-
mineral public laaida eontiguou_ or noeconlAguoaa_ located _v thiu

aSG37"_3-I--O 1
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ths three counties involved equal in value to that r_li.qulsh_l, s_id
lieu seleetiotts to ba made in the soma manner as is provided for in
the Arizuna Enabling Act of June 00 1910 (36 Sta_.L.558). _cept

v._,q_,,t_, ,o.ua_ to the pay nm_t _*ffoes_r eom,ni_mns which era hex'e_v_awed.
• . , . -- ."_"'J" l ending the complet;on of exehs_ges _tndconsohdstmns attthortzed

._, t,,tu0, ,,or. by section 2 of thLs Act, no further allolmeats of public laalds to
r_.ts_ .,*,_st*Navaio Indians shall be made in the counties of Apache, Nav_tjo,_N.m|i,lt_l emutOtJL

and Coconino,&rizon_, nor shallfurther Indian homesteads be initi-
ated or allOwed in said countiesto Nava.jo Indians under the.Act of

v.,.z_,._0. .Iuly4, 1884 (23 Stat.L. 96); and thereaftershould allotmentsto
Navoio Indivms be made within the above-named counties,they shall
ha confinedto land within the bonndaries definedby section1 of this
Act.

._,uoa= m,r _t Sr_ 8 Upon the completion of exchanges and COnsolidations
i_sct,mllAn_slntu_a, a thOriZ " " S*tt ........ _ " " -- "0tiere_aaptetlrr$tat.U _'.(1t_y e OIXZ at tots/kctvttt_,'*JtateaT At'izonllntay_ llnile.r
_t,m:¢_.,t_. rules and re.gula_ions to be prescribed by the Serrehtry of the into-

riot', relinqmsh to th_ United Star_s such of its remaining scliool
lands in. Coemnino, No.vain, studApache (Muntios as it may see fit;
and shall hays the right to select, l/rmn the vacant, unre_qerved, and
nonmh,eesl public lands in said counties lieu lands equal in calve
to those rdinquishod _vithm,t the paymeut of fees or eommi_.sions.

•_,_t_i,,_/tt_-_tu_ S_o. 4..For the purpose of put'chasin_ p.rivately owned lands,

i i i! Ii
_,,_,_ " _, - " " y, " "" " . " lax nterio , bo

v_; to_'tun_l_ _ar ..- t.aht_o for tim sur[a,._. ,dldy i Provided f_rt_e_., 'Iqtt..t, sa_d fulwls tns?t

r,o_.,,,,,,t, be used in pnrchaMng hnprovemeuts on any land within said bound-
aries or on leased State _hool land within the boundaries ahab's

deilned, provided the State of Arizona a_rees to the assignment of
sakl hases to the Navaho Tribe of Indmns on a renewable end
lu'eferant/al basis, and provided tha Legislature of said State enacts
such laws as ma 7 I_ necessary to ava]gitsolf of tim exchange pry-
visions contained in section 2 of this Act, ttnd disclaim auf ri-ht
title, or intet_st in and to any improvemhnts on raid land._, s ,

Approvc_l, Juno 14, 1934.

tCHAPTER /i_2_l
A N AOT

_¢tv¢ 14 1_14.
IB.R. Olo_, To reeluai_y h_ralinal railway po_t oflleea.

Be it enacted by the £enate and llouac a//tepresent_allve$ of the
ro_.,t,rvl_. United ,S'tatea of A_teeiea iu Corujreaa asaemb_.d. That the _r,n hal
ro,,,,_..t .a_,_._. railway post office .qy_tC_n_shall be maintained for tlm purposn of
Vol, 4_ 10el:,'._o.,,.t_. handlhtg anti dlstrlbating m.il not handled or distributed in rail-

wa.y ImSt office lines m" post ofl_ee.% a:_d the clerks iu said tornd*ml

railway post offices shall be classified as railway postal clerks and
'Jla_lflOatlOQ$ ¢| ) II v| t' ' • ' ",m_s,oe_,,_. I g ".'_sueeessavelytagraded. Clerks tn charge of (ermmals, tmn's,

or crews consisting of less than twenty employees shall bo of gTade
5. Clerks in charge t_f t_rminals, tours_ or crews consisting of t.wenty

a,u,_tt_,, or more employee.s shall be of grade 6. When a terminal raihvay
e,,,',_,, post nlliee is operated in three tours there shall lm a relief clerk in
at.,. o, _. t,, charge: I'_vldad, ']hat the cleric in charge of terminals having

.t_,,, ,t *,,t, _- seventy_tlve or mare emp|oyees shall be of grade 7 : z_b.ovide.d furlhar,
"_g_,_,_l.,io a.,. That no employee in Cl'_e Postal Service shall be reduced in rank

m' salary sa a result of tha provisions of this Act.
Approved, June 1`1, 103,1.

Ilvi,iO.liae--48 Slat. 962 192_-19_4
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O
Elfeelive:lSee Text Anleudmenlsl

United States Code Aumotated Ctnrfentnless

Title 25. Indians

'_I_Chapter 14. Miscellaneous

'5ta Subchaptcr XXII. Navajo and llopi Tribes: Settlement of Rights and Interests

§ 640¢1-7. I)eternlitlalion of tribal rights mul interests in land

(a) Authorization to ¢onunence and defend actions in Dislriel i2ourt

Either tribe, acting through the ehairrrian o1' its tribal council Ibr and on behalf of the tribe, is each hereby au-

thorized to cnmnlence or defend in Ihe District Court an action against the other tribe and any other tribe of Indi-

ans claiming any interest in or to Ihe area described in the Act of June 14, 1934, except die reserwition estab-

lished by the Executb,,e Order o1" December 16, Ig82, for the purpuse of determining the rights and interests o!

the tribes in and to such hinds and quieting title thereto in the tribes.

(b) Allocation of land to respective reservations uporl delemfinalioil of intercsts

Lands, il" any, in which the Navajo Tribe or Navajo individuals are determined by the District Court to have the

exclusive interest shall continue to be a part of the Navajo Reservation. Lands, if _lny, in which the Hopi Tribe.

iocluding any llopi vilhtge or clan thereof, or Hopi individuals are determined by the District Court to have file

exclusive interest shall thereafter be a reservation for the Hopi Tribe. Any lailds in which the Navajo and llorfi

Tribes or Navajo or Hopi individuals are determined to have a joint or undivided interest shall be partilioned by

the District Court on die basis of fairness and equity and tlle area so partitioned shall lie retained in the Nawljo

Reservation or added to the Hopi Reservation, respectively.

(c) Actions Ibr accounting, lhir value of grazing, and claims for damages to land; dcterniination of recovery; de-

fenses

(1) Either as a part of or in a proceeding supplemenlary to ttle action authorized in subsection (a) of this section,

either tribe, through the chairman of its tribal council for artd orl behalf of the tribe, including all villages, clans,

and individual members thereof, may prosecute or delimd an action Ibr the types of reliel; including interest,

specilied in section 640d-17 of ibis title, including all subsections thereof, against the other tribe, through its tri-

bal chairman in a like representative capacity, and against Ihe United States as to the types of recovery specified

it1 suhsectitul (;i)(3) of section (g41)d-17 of Ibis lille and siibject to the same provisions as contained in said sub-

section, such action m apply Io the lands irl issiie in the reservation established by the Act of Jtme 14. 1934 (48

StiLl. 9fill).

(Z) In Ille event Ihc Hopi Tribe or Navajo Tribe is detemlined to have any interest in the lands in issue, the right

© 2010 Thonlson Reuters. No Ctainl tO Orig. US Gov. Works.
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of either.tribe to recover hereunder shall be based upon that percentage of tile total sums collected, use madc_

waste committed, attd other amounts of recovery, which is equal to tile percentage of lands in issue in which

either tribe is determined to have such intei'esl.

(3) Neither laches nor the statute of limitations shall consti!ute a del_nse tO such proceedings if they are either

prosecuted as a part of lhe action authorized by this Section or in a proceeding suppleluentai thereto, if instituted

not. latei" than twenty-four months Ibtlowing a final order of partition and exhaustion of appeals in an action filed

pursuant to Iltis section.

(d) Denial of Congressional interest in merits of conllicting chfims; liability oF United States

Nothing in this sectioll shall be deemed to be a Congressional detennination of the merits of the conflicting

chfims to the .lands that are subject to adjudication pursuant to this section, or to affect the liability of the United

St:lies, if any,under litigation now pending belbre the Indian Claims Commission.

(e) Payment of legal fees, court costs and other expenses

The Secretary of the. hlterior is attthorized lo pay any or all appropriate legal fees. Cotlrl costs, and other i'clillctl
expenses arising out ol: or in connection with, the comrnencing of, or defending against, any action brought by

the Nov.'ljo, S,an J0m'l Southern Paiute or llopi Tribe under this seclion.

(0 Provision of attorney fees Ibr San Jtmtl Souihenl Paiute Tribe

(1) Any funds made available for the San Jttall ,_outllel'u Paiute Tribe to pay for attorney's fees shall be paid dir-

ectly to the tribe's attorneys of record until such tribe is acknowledged as an Indian tribe by the United States:

Providdd, TI!at the tribe's eligibility tbr such payments shall cease once a decision by the Secretary of the Inleri-

or declining to acknowledge such tribe becomes final and no longer appealable.

{2) Nothing in this subsection shall be interpreted as a congressional acknowledgement of the San Jttall Sotttheru

Paiute as an Indian tribe or as affecting in any way the San Juan Southern Paiute Tribe's Petition tbr Recognition

currently pending with the Secretary of the Interior.

(3) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated not to exceed $2'50,000 to pay for the legal expenses inctm'cd

by the Soutt_ern Paiute Tribe on legal action arising under this section prior.to November 16, 1988.

CREDIT{S)

(Pub.l..93-531, _ 8. Dec. 22, 1974, 8,q Stat. 1715; Pub.l+.96-305, ._ 2, July 8, 1980, 94 Slat.929; Pul+.L.

100-666, § 9, Nov. 16, 1988, 102 Star+ 3933.)

HISTORICAl_ AND STATUTORV NOTES

© 2010 "rhomson.l:',eulers. No Claim to Orig. US Gay. Works.
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Rcferexlces in Text

The Act of June 14, 1934, referredto in sub_cs. (a) and (c)(I), is Act June !4, 1934, c. 521, 48 Star. 960, which

is not classified to the Code.

The Indian Claims Conmfission, referred to in subsec. (d), was tenuinated on Sept. 30, 1978. See Codification

Notes trader former _ 70 el seq. of this title.

Anlendnlenls

19,_8 Amendnlents. Subsec. (e). Pub.l.. 100-666, § 9(a), subsliluled "N;_wljo, San Juan Southern Paiute" Ibr

"Navajo'.

Subsec. (f). I'ub.L. 100-666, § 9(b), added subsec. (f).

1980 Amendments. Subsec. (c). Pub.L. 96-305 substituted provision authorizing, as part of the delemaination of

tribal rights and interests in land, actions for accounting, fair value of grazing, and claims for damages, specify-

ing the formula for detenuining recovery, and limiting dell.uses for provisit_n authorizing exchange of reserva-
lion Imlds.

LIBI,_ARY I_.EI:ERI'NCES

American Digest System

h_dians _ 13(1).

Key Number System Topic No. 209.

RI_SF.AILCH REFERENCES

Treatises and Practice Aids

Federal Procedui'e. Lawyers Edition § 46:1015, Actions hwolving I.and.

Federal l)nx:edurc, I._lwycl_ I"dition § 46:1017, l.egal Fees, Costs, and Expenses.

Fedend Procedure, l_awycrs Edition § 46:1020, Attorney's Fees. Cosfs, and Expenses.

NOTES OF DECISIONS

Accountirtg 17

Activities intensity, properly interests 9

Burden of proof 26

© 2010 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works.
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Effective: May 8, 2009

United Stales Code Annotated Currentness

Tille 25. Indians

Chapter 14. Miscellaneous

Subchapter XXII. Navajo and Ilopl Tribes: Selllement of P, ighls and Interesls

,,_ § 6411d-9. Partitioned or other designated lands

(a) Lands to be held in Irust Ibr Navajo Tribe; exception

Subject Io Ihe provisions of sections 640d-8 and ('.40d-16(a] of lifts title, any lands partitioned to tim Navajo

Tribe i:,ursuant to sections 640d-2 and 640d-3 of Ibis lille and tile lands described in the Aei of Jtme 14, 1934 (4g

Stal. 960), except the lands as described in section 640d-7 of this lille, shall be held in trust by tile U,fited Slates

exclusively for Ihe Navajo Tribe and as a part of the Navajo Reservation.

(hi I_ands to be bald in trust lbr Hopi Tribe

Subject io lhe provisions of sections 640d-,R and 64(1{I-16(a) of lifts lille, any lands parlilioned to Ibe l lopi Tribe

parstianl to sections 640d-2 and (.A0d-3 of Ibis title and the lands as described in section 640d-7 of this title slmll

be heM in trtlst by the United Stales exclusively tbr the Hopi Tribe and as a part of tile Ho _i Reservation.

(c) Protection of righls and properly of individuals subjecl to relocalio.

The Secrelary shall lake such action its may be nccessaD, in order In assure Ihe protection, until relocalion, of the

rigllls and property of individuals subject lo relocation pttrsuanl to Ibis subchapler, or any judgment of partition

pursuant Iherelo, including any individual aulhorized to reside on land covered by a |ife estate conferred pursu-
ant In section 640d-2g ol'this lille.

(d) I'rolection of benelits and services of individl, als subject to relocation

With rcspecl to any individual subject to relocation, Ibe Secretary shall take such action its may be necessary tu

assure dial such individuals are not deprived of benefits or services by reason of their status as an individnal

subject Io relocation.

{e) Tribal jurisdiction over pnrlilioned lands

(I) [FNII I.ands parlilioned pursuant tn Ihis subcbapter, whether or not the parlition order is subject to appeal,
shall be subject to Ihe jurisdiction of the tribe to wbom partitioned and the laws of such tribe shall apply Io such

partitioned hinds under the Ibllowing schedule:

© 2010 Thomson Reuters. No Claim Io Orig. US Gov. Works.
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(A) Effective ninety days after Jo!y g¢ 1980, all consereation praclices, including grazing control and nmge

restoration activities, sllall be coordinated and executed with the concurrence of the tribe to whom the particu-

lar lands ill question have been partitioned, and all such grazing and range restoration matters on the Navajo

Rcservalion hinds shall be administered by the Bureau of Indian Affairs Navajo Area Office and oil the Hopi

Reservation lands by the Bnreau of Indian Affairs Phoenix Area Office, onder applicahle laws and regulatiolm.

(B) Notwithsl;mding any provision of law to tile contrary, each tribe shall have such jurisdiction and authority

over any hinds p!lrlitioned to it and all persons located thereon, not irl conflict with the laws and regnlatiorts

referred to in paragraph (A) above, to lhe same exlenl as is applicable to those other portions of its reserva-

tion. Such jurisdictiorl and authority over partitioned lands shall become effective April 18, 1981.

The provisions of this subsection shall be subject to Ihe responsibility of the Secretary to protect tile rights and

property of lili: tenants and persons awaiiing i'elocation as provided in subsections (c) and (d) of this section.

(fl Repealed. Pub.I.. II 1-18, _ I, May 8,2009, 123 Slat. 1611

CREDIT(S)

(l_'ub.I... 93-531, § 10, Dec. 22, 1974, 88 Star. 1716; Pub.L. 96-305, § 3, July 8, 1980, 94 Star. 929; Pub.L

1011-666, ._ 6, Nov. 16, 1988, 102 Stal. 3932; Pub.L. I 11-18, _ I, May 8, 2009, 123 Sial. 161 I.)

[FN 1] So in original. Subset. (c) cnacled without a par. (2).

IIISTORICA L AN D STA'I'UTORY NOTES

Reli:rences in Text

The Act of June 14, 1934 (48 Slat. 960), referred to in subsec. (a), is Act June 14, 1934, c. 521, 48 Slat. 960,
which is nol classilicd to Ihis Code.

Amendluents

20(19 Amemhnents. Subset. {1). Pnb.l.. I 11-18, § I, repealed subsec. (I), which formerly read:

"'(0 I)evelopmenl of hinds in litigation; exception

"(I) Any development of lands in litigation pot.'snant to section 64('/d-7 of lifts lille and lilrtller defined as 'thai

portion of the Navajo Re._rvation lying west of the Executive Order Reservalion of 1882 and bounded on the

north and sottth by westerly extensions, to the reservation line, of the northern and southenl boundaries of said

I='xecutive Order Reservation,' shall be carried out only upon lhe written COll_nt of each tribe except tbr the lim-

ited areas around the village of Moenkopi and around Tuba City. Each snch area has been heretofore designated

_3 2010 "l'honlson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works.
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by the Secretary. 'Development" as used herein shall mean any new coasll_lction or improvement to the properly

_illtl furlber includes public work projects, power and water lines, public agency improvenlents, ;rod associated

rights-of way.

"(2) Each hldian tribe which receives a written request tbr ibe consent of the Indian tribe to a partictdar im-

proveinellt, conslniction, or other development on Ibe lands to whicb paragraph (I) applies sllall respond in writ-

ing IO such reqnest by rio hirer Ilunl tile (late that is 30 days after tile dale on which the hldi,'nl tribe receives tile

requesl. If Ibe Indian tribe refuse to consenl to the inlprovement, construction, or other developuient, the re-

sponse shall include the rea_ms wily consent is being refused.

"(3)(A) l_aragrapll ( I) sllall not apply to any imflroveulent, construction, or other development if--

"(1) such inlprovenlenl, conslrueliou, or developu_ent does not involve new Iiousing conslrtlctioll, and

"(ii) after tile Navajo Tribe or Hopi Tribe has refused to em'_sent to such improvement, consln_ction, or devel-

opmcm (or alter the close of the 30-day period described in paragraph (2), if '.be Indian tribe does i'lot respond

within such period in writing to a written request lbr such consent), Ihe Secretary of the Inlerior determines

tirol such improvement, consinictioa, or developn'lenl is necessary for the hea!th or sali_ty of the Navnjo Tribe,

tile ] Iopi Tribe, or any individual who is a nlember of either Iribe.

"(B) If a written request lbr a determinaiion described in subparagraph (A)(ii) is submitted to the Secretary of

the Interior after the Navajo Tribe or Hopi Tribe has refused to consent lo any improvemenl, construclion, or dc-

veloflnletlt (or after Ille close of the. 30-day period described in paragraph (2), if die Indian tribe does not respond
wilhin such period in wri!ing to a written request lor such consent), tll e Seel+etary shall, by no later than the dale

tlvit is 45 days after tile dale on which such request is submitted !o the Secretary, determine whether such im-

proveulenl, construction, or developn'ieni is r_ecessar3., for lhe heallh or sali:ty of Ihe Navajo Tribe, Ihe Ilopl

Tribe, or any individual who is a member of either Tribe.

"(C) Any development thai is tmdermken pursuanl to Ihis section shall be without prejudice It) die rights of Ihc

parties in the civil aclion pending belbre the United Slates District Court for the District of Arizona commenced

pursuant Io section 640d-7 oflhis lille, as amemled.".

1988 Amendmenls. Subset. (t)(I). Pub.L. 100-666, § 6( I), designated existing pl'ovisions as par. ( 1).

Subset. (fl(2), (3). Pub.L. 100-666, ._ 6(2), added pars. (2) and (3).

1980 Anicndnlents. Subsecs. (c) Io (0. Pub.l.. 96-305 added subsets. (c) to (0.

LAW REVIEW COMMF.NTAILIES

Native America and Ihe Rule of Law. Dr. Joe Shirley, Jr., 42 U. Ricli. L. Rev. 59 (2007).
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